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is the Iinat report forNIE grant g7 40167 on nT ie olitics of

Edikational Reformin,Mineteenth-CenruryiMadsadhusetts: ,The Controvers- y

r the Meverly giih School in 1860'." Originally', the, project was envisioned
: . ,

nliss a Statist Cal aeadalysis of the abolish the Beverly,High Schoolstatist
it 1860 in..ordir toised5whether the interpretations of Michael Yatz oh- thi4,

*
.

sue were aonfiried or, den d by gore rigorous dtatistidal test of the data
It soon. became apparent, how vet, that the Issue of the creation -and abolition1, . 7 :

'-i,of the Beverly High go-law:a-was muchriOre comPlicated than indicated by the

ate on March 14,486a. aa a teauIt Considerable effort h_-been,made to.

artalyze.educational develovmen s in Beverly from 1840 to 1 and has proven

to be extremely useful since the. issue Of.the'Beverly High Schopl from this

lioederas erspective is quite different_ than suggested'in the-earlier literature.

lem, however, id trot t scope of .thid-siroject expanded. Therefore,

dual,hthiaisherepert,for the NIE grant,,rplan to continue to explote

ger4asues of'educationaIdevelOpments in Bevdrly in the future. Readers
.-

narllo are.interest in this as'an ar-ea of-researchshould consult me, if possible,
,

.
,:.

before they_cire the findings in this report since:tq the time they read,it,
P

likely that

offered,/ inn
, I

Portions' of

there may be. some mOdification6 or updates le thelalterprets-.

tepOrt:

this /research have been.given at
. the,Economic History' Worzkshop

a the University of Michigamin March 1980 and At a seminar on recent trends

eridanBocial istory at the' Universityfof-Utah in August 1980:. In addition

iSNIE4rant ma4_ itossible. lcir me to ,prepare extended remarlcs.on the papers
..,

livered at the -drance on Community Stedies:in Urban Educational History":
,,-- -.

, ..

aiTeachers College/Columbia University in New York City in December. 1979.: Since,,
,

,...these observations Are,being publishedin aforthdoming-vglumeofthat Cinference,
I iave included them as part of the,final repOrt.



the pastiten years there has-been a major, ohange in .the way

Jaducaaonal history has been studied and iaUght. 'Radiaal critics of American

edueatiOn such as MichaelFatz, Colin Greer, Clarence-Karier,.joel Spring,

Saiuel-Bowles, and Herbert Ginitis havaoarguedthatschools are oppressive

institutions which!regimen, indoctrinate, and sot out childrenin,order.

to make theckaccept the,sxisting, unjust vciel,order

The first ma o _idieal revisionist book aa'Miehael Kati -s The Irony-
.

Earl S Refo E 1 Innovation n Mid-Nineteenth Centu

Massachusetts which appeared in 1W. The book had a maj6r fmpact

study of educational history hecause of its particulhr perspective and it

atnempt.to us4-SOPhisticated social science techniques to investigate-_,

American educational development. Even'today-it iststill one of the most

important revisionist Studies available and its Bindings have become the

cornerstone of most subsequent.radical-reinterPretationsof our past.

Michael Katz argued that mid - nineteenth - century school reforms werenot

the product of working-class efforts to educate their children. Rather,

educational reforms were imposed -on the working -class by per-claSs leaders

who wanted to instill their own morality and values on others. Tublic-schools

were seen by the elite asameans of producing docile and obedient workers for

the emerging.industrialwiciety.

It is difficult to document theintentions if the school reformers-or

.the reactionsof the working-plass to the educational reforms of the nine-

: tegnth centuryespecially since the average worker rarely commented-in writ ng

on the Social-events of that day. Katz attempted to solve this dilemma by

analyzing the pattern of local voting behavior in Beverly, Massachusetts in

1860 when'the town abolished-its two -year -old high school.: Using voter lists

and tax'lists as his.data base, Katz concluded that the wealthy and middle

classes. supported -the high school while the work s voted against it As Katz

off.

put itit:

Contrary to the myth that views public,Secondary education
as the fulfillment of working-class aspirations, the



hi

his

4
B+vetly= revealed the social and-finan al leaders of
the tom, the, affluent citizens, as. the firmest,

_ 3_.
supporters-p the high school-.

on

0

Scholars, such Carl Kaestle and Diane'Ravitch, have now-

question the validity of .Katz' analysis. Beverly-High School,

retationjias 'been.acCiPted_by most educatiopai historians. , In

, the vote .ontha BeverlY High $ghool' is Still one of the most important

pillars. of evidence in' the tindiCal-etitique`af mid- ninete enth- century education

During the past seven years, Carl Faestie and I have undertaken a

c_ prehensive study of nineteenth-centUry Massachusetts education (HIE Grant

-t 0-3-P068). We examined 014 4evelopmants in that stare from a

variety of different perspectives using social science techniques of analysis.

The results of ourltudy_have 'been published in a book, Education and

Social. Change In Nineteenth-Cen u ssachusetts, whiCh challenge some of the

existing interpretations of the'el pmdnt and role o schools in the'past.

our analysis we examine o itics of educational reform in Mass-
..*

achusetta by studying the aitimpt abolish the State Board of Education in the

Massachuaetts Hduse of Hepresentativas in 1840. 6 The State Board of Education

under the -- leadership ofiior4e Mann was the major catalyst of educational
ex_reform in theCommonwenth in.t e 1810S and 1840s. Whereas most other historians

have tried to analyze the suet dr _opposition acommon school reform
4 -

Using such indire2t measlires4s)the length of the pubic school year in the

Various'communities- e were able to analYze this issUe'moredirectly.by studying

the pattern of voting of the representatives on the continuation of the Mass-

aohusetts Board of Education
7

Using information on the personal characteristics of the legislatorS
-(e.g. their occupation age, number A years in the legislature, and party

affiliation) as well as on their constituents (e.g. the extent ofcommercial

and manufacturing activity within the district, the egree of urbanization,

the per capita wealth of th area, its location'wit in the state, and the religioup

orientation of the community), we tried td ascertain the relative'importance of



each,df these factors in aCcount_nge or the vote of the members on the bill

to abolish the Board of Education. Rather than simply cross-tabulating the

data (which does not permit one to look siultaneously at a large number of

independent variables), we used multiple classification analysis.

Our study, revealed a much more complex political situation with regard

to educational reforms than has been suggested by the radical revisionists.

Party' politics and reAdgion, for'example,.played a larger role in these debates

andvoting than acknowledged by Natz and other radical historians.. Though

manufacturing interests did play' 'a role in determining the voting behavior

of some representatives they were by no means of paramount imOtirtance. As

we put it:

Other historians have emphasized the role of manufacturers
and other cap_italists in creating and, maintaining the board
of education 04r analysis certainly Confirms that representa-
tives who were manufacturers were more likely to support the
board than were some Other groups. But it is also imiOrtant
to'rememberthet nearly, half of the Democratic manufacturers
still opposed the board. Also, rather than finding that, areas.
with a high degree-of matufacturing wee distinctly supportive
of the board, we discovered'supportfori.t from all 'ecohomAcally
developed towns in t e state--those with,a:high degree/Of either
commercial or manufacturing development, or both.8

Our analysis of the supporters and opponents of the Board of Education

in the Massachusetts House of Representatives certainly challengeS the radical

interpretation of the politics of nineteenth-century'educational reform.

But, the debate on the nature of nineteenth-century/educational refoims4

however, continues unabated., The radical historians contend that though

the influetce of manufacturers .and other capitalists may not have dominated

the struggle in the Massachusetts Rouse of Representatives in 1840, it was-

certainly evident at the local level. The case of the Beverly High School

is inevitably cited as conclusiVe empirical verification of the radical int

pretation of nineteenth-century sducationalreforms.

Rather than speaking vast each ocher debates by drawiAg upon

different- bodieS of-evidence, I propose tq _e-examine in this Study-the "reform

by imposition' hypothesis by4e-analyzing the.vatte of voting on the decision



the town meeting- to abolish the Beverly High School in 1860. The

analysis by Katz was an im r ant pioneering effort to bring new social

science techniques into the analysis of educational history, but from nur.perspective

today it is simply toO-crtide statistically to make adequate inferences about

the relative importance of various factors in determining one's vote onthis

issue. By only cross tabulating his data, Katzwas unable to discover, the

relati importance of each of the personal characteristics of the voter

in daterm± his position on this controversial issue. Whe r occupational'

class or the wealth of the individual were really better actors oLvoting,

behavior than in what, section afmmORetown the person resided is not at all

clear in-Katz's In_addition, Katz did not place.the entire contro

versywithin Beverly-within the broader perspective of educational develop-

'mentainthatcormaunity. As a result, we do not get the proper sense of the

alternatives facing that community as it tried to deal with its educational

system during the antebellum period.

Eddca nnal Developments in Ante - Bellum Beverly,

pf the major problems in understanding the nature of educationa

developmentiin the past is that scholars have not specified exactly what they

...mean by each of those terms. Often the diVelopment of common. schools is

confused with other educational, reforms. or inappropria linked to some

individual educational reformer. A common practice is to link educational

developthent and reforms-in Massachusetts with Horace Mann becathing the first

Secretary of the Massachusetts Board of Education in 1837. Thus, )3awles

and Gintis assert:

Rapid growth In attendance paralleled these dramatic changes
in the legal, financial and social'strueture of U.S. education.
Twenty years 'before the Civil War, just under 38 percent of

-

white children aged five-nineteen were attending schools. By
1860, the figureJlad risen to 59 percent- Thus_ the few. decades
of educational change, which may be dated from Horace Mann's
ascendancy to the newli created Massachusetts State Board of



marked a major turning:point i

roblem with this analysis, as with many others, is that is confuses

Aeveral:different issues. Education did rise between 1840 and 1860 ituters
of school enrollment, bdt most of that increase was in the other parts of:the
'country and not New England., In,MAssachusitts,' for example, the percentage

of children ages 0-19-enrolled in allzschoolsactually decined from 67.4
'

percent in 1839-40 to 56.8 percent in 1859r60. lO Furthermore0 Horace

Mann's reforms in the period of the late 1830s and 1840s did not really

increase cammpn school enrollments --they had 'already been quite. high before

he-assumed office. Thus;, if one is concerned about the origini of mass

education' in usettS, one ue ds to look well before 1800 to find it in
terms of school enrollment 11

Therefore, anrsimplistle, attempts to link
the origins of schooling in Massachusetts with the rise.ofindustrial

capitalism must-resolve the problem that they do not appear to have even

coincided in terms of timing.

Similarly, Alexander Field in a recent article has tried to link the4

length of the public school year with the support o! HoraceMann's educational

reforms. Though this is an interesting effort, it never establishes

that the length of the public school year is really highly correlated with

either support, or oppositionito Horace Mann's reform efforts. In fact, Kaestle

and I found in our analysis of the Massachusetts Legislature in 1840, that,

there was barely any relationship what-so-ever between the length of the public

school year.in a community and the likelihood of that representative to support
12 'the Secretary of the Massachusetts Board of Education. Thus, while it, is

certainly desirable and important to study the variations in the length of the

public school year, it does not necessarily provide.us with much insight into

the dynamiccof educational eform in Massachusetts as defined by Horace Mann's
activities.

Perhaps part of the confusion that stems Pram Eatz'st Irony of

Reformis that he often equates popular education with the rise Of the high school.

In trying to demonstrate that. workers did not initiate' or support popular education



n mid-nineteenth-century Masiachu eats, he focuses his attention to the efforts

create and then abolishtlie High School in Beverly, Massachusetts inthe-
,

la e 1850a. Yet he should-have addressed the question of- whether the creation

of the high school in ante-bellum Massachusetts is really what-. most people

meant when they spoke of developments and'reforms.,- Certainly

s;me of the addressed this issue,: but most of the publiccOncern about

education aa well as that of educational reformers `was not concentrated on
the schools but On the coMmon Schools. Thefefore, even if thi4orkets

in Beverly unanimously-0pp sed the creation of a high school, it would net

necessarily tell= anythi g about their attitud and behavior tireard popular

x education in the orm of ammon'achools. In fact, it might be that'many people

favoredthe expansionr-of ublic education.at-the common school level; tut

opposed the_hl h cost of, Maintaining high schools for a few- ind1.7;iduals.

this si uatioa would it ` -:be` correct to say that the people opposed popular

education- imply because they opposed the high school,_
=

In dr sent a broader and a more baled` picture of h
Hof Beverly-citizens to educatio in the two decades before the-Civil War,

I will try tc sleet some of the broader trends inedueational developments

in that community before dealing with the issue of the ,high-aehool. In order

to make this work more gomfarative,.I will compare and contrast_edUcational

trends in Beverly with those in Massaehusettak Essex County, and-Salem.

this way we will have a better idea of the relative trend in-educational

developments in Beverly- and see exactly pow-the citizens Of that community :7;

dealt-with this importantaspect.of the_ town.

, Most historians have simply,assumed that the petcentage of persons ages

0-19 enrolled in public and crlyate schools in Massachusetc§ rose dramatically

from 1840 to 1860 as the result ,of Horace Mann's efforts. The'actual.trends,

As first pointed out by Albert Fishlow, are quite different.
13

thd,percentage

-1 children ages .0 -19 declined fra6,63.1,petcent in 1834-40 to 56.8 percent

1859- 60 - -an de,cline'-of 10.8 pereett (see figure

Indert Figure
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In-Basex County, the percentage Of sons age 071? enrolled-. n.ail

schools-gradually rose from 55 0 percent4,h,1839-40 to 60.2 PertentA4 1855-56
_ .

and then- declined to 56.g percent is 1859-60. Overall, whilathe :percentage
,of Children under3rwenty enrolled . in schools declined in Massachusetts, it

temained,relativeiy- :,

table in Essex Count

BeverlY and. Salem, the riercentsge of &hildien, ages 0 -19 enrolled.
=.;

increased.' In Beverly, the percentage increased from 46.8 Percent in 1839-40

5.4 percept in 1$59 b0 --a rpe of 18.9 percent. In the larger seaport
community of Salem across the bay, the percentage oflersons dges.0 -19 enrolled
in all schoolsrose-from 47.0 pereent in 1839-40 to 54.4 percent in 1859r50

171 A

--an almost ideniical rise to that in Beverly. Thus, while the rates of-school
t uenrollment in blessachusetta declined and those in `Essex County remai ed

teady,. both Beverly and Salem experiended7sikable increases-so that-on 'the

-.- 'eve of the Civil War the rates-at,all four levels were almost identical..

It is difficult to atcount for these-trends, particularly sin the

'quality of the data on school enrollment Is not always trnstworthy.14

Nevertheless, it appears that a:large part of the- decrease in the:rate of

school enroliwint In .the statelAa,thereault of'the decrease of tour and

ive.year-olds in attending schools asthe fears of phyicallY and mentally.

dalaging ery-young childrenlby.prematurely educating themspread throighout

the.Commonwealth: Siude very young children -were More likely" to be. found,

attending school in 1839-40 in Massachusetts or Essex County.than in either

Beverly-or Salem, the elimination of these children from the achools would
_

reduce enrollment rates id:the state and'County more than n the lath tijo
communities.

While the percentage of enrolled\students rte in Salem and Beve

durtng these year there was also a Significant change in the proOottion

them receiving theireducationi.fromprivate schools. Uorace Mann, and otter

reformers put great emphsais pu.getting loCal ccipmunities to improve their.

common school fatilifiea so that parents would sent their children to'puhlic

rather than to private schools. Beverly,. the percentage of all students

nrolled in private schools dropped, dramatically from 23.5 percent in,1839-40

only'4.5 percent in 185940 (see figure 2Y While the'percentage'of stUdents



in private schools in, Salem were alwayU quite high' compared to the other

communities, they alto dropped in:that town from 30.9 percent of all enrolled

stpdehts in X43§-40 to 18.7 percent in-1859-60. 'Though the:dec1ine in relative

private school enrollmehts were leas drastic in the state than in Beverly,
,

Salem, or Essex County, it -oleo decreased from 12.9 percent to 8.0 perdent

during this'epriod.

Insert rigure 2

In the sense of encouraging families to send their children-to public

Lather thai to private schools, thereformeffort of Horace Mann and others

Was-quite successful especially in:communities such as Beverly where

previously nearly a:quarter of the children were in priyate schools but by the

eve of the Civil War the over-whelming majority went'to public school?. The

Shift of the control-of such 4 large part of education in the community from

private Bands to-those of the town school committee and local districts was

an important event that has gone.unnpticecLin the historical discussions

of thedebates over public education in,Beverly.

The shifi. to more publie education'in Beverly did not only mean more

public control of education, but also a shift in the costs of that education

from the families 8f the private school children to the town as a whole.
a

Interestingly, one does not find any evidence of protests or opposition in

Beverly to this important change in education from private to public hands.

If many of the residents of Beverly did not support a public high school

in 1860, the majority of them either agreed or acquiesed in the or shift

from private to public educators despite the increased tax burden.flir all of

them.

Having considered trends in total rates of enrollment and in. the

proportion in'private schools among persons under twenty, we should now analyte

the average daily public and private school attendan e. Though enrollment

rates give us an idea of how many children benefited at some point from schooling,

the rates of average daily attendance provide a more accurate picture of how

much education children on the average received each year.

In Beverly, the percentage of children under twenty daily attending school
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gradually rose from 29.4 perdent in 1839-40 to 42.2 percent in 1850-51 and

then tidily, but erratically, declined -to 33.0 percent in 1859 -60 (see:.

gure Qverall, the average daily. rate of school attendance in Beverly

rose by 12.2 percentduring these two decades--somewhat slower than the 18.9

;percent growth in the enrollment rate during the same period. Interestingly,

the average daily rate of school attendance was lower in Beverly in 1859 -60

than in Massachusetts, Essex County, or Salem.

Insert Figure 3

Children under twenty in Beverly, for example, daily attended school

8.1-percent less than their counterparts in Salem. Since the rates of school

enrollment were almost identical, the difference between'the two communities

was that Salem pupils were considerably more regular in their attendance

thanleverly students. Thus, though the citieefis of Beverly had made major

improvements in increasing,the rates of school enrollment of their children

and increasingly used public rather, than private schools, they had not succeeded

in inculcating their students toattend'school as regularly as those in

Massachusetts, Essex County, or Salad.

The average daily attendance'rate.of pupils gives us only one perspective

on the amount of-education children received in ante-bellum Massachusetts.

The other:crucial:piece of information .we need is the average length of the -

school year. :Though we de not have: annual information on the length of the

.private,school year .(though we can make estimates), we do have data on the

average length of the public: school year.

The average length of the public school year in Beverly increased from

195 days in 1839-40 to 203 days in 1858 -59 an increase of 4.1 percent (insert
16:

figure 4). In Salem, on the other hand, the-average length of the public

school year declined from 264 days 'in 1840-41 to 253 days in 1859-60--a decline
17

of 4.2 percent. -. Thus, though ibere was same convergence betWeen the length

of'the school year in Beverly and Salem, Salem continued to provide much more

education for its children than Beverly. On the other hand, Beverly was

providingShe much education'as Essex County and considerably more than the state



Figure 3

Average Daily Public and POvate Attenddnce as a
%

Percentage of All Children Ages. Birth to 19, 1840-1860
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as a whole.

ert Figure 4

In light of Alexander 'Field's focUs on the length of the public school

year as an index of the interest in education in-A community, it is

interesting to note that Beverly, by that criteria, displayed as much interest

in education as the rest of the county, but much less than Salem. Since

the length of,the public school.year in Salem was decreasing *while it was

increasing in Beverly one could argue that there was a major reversal in

emphasis in these two communities. However, I suspect that the length of the

school year is not a good'an index of interest in education that it would.

permit such Fine spec ation. In part the differences-in school year.may

reflect the different ypes of economies within the community with Salem, an

urban area,:providin ear round education whereas Beverly, with certain

portions still heaviy agricultural, might vary the length of the school year

in order to permit children to work in the fields,during certain periods when

agricultural work was in high demand.

The net result of the average daily attendance and the average length

the,Achoal year provides us with an estimate of the average number of days

of public or private school attended annually per person under-twenty years of

age. In Beverly, the average n_ ber of days of school per person under twenty

increased dramatically from 59.1 days'In-1839-40 to 78.4 days in 1859£60 --

an overall increase of 32'.7 percent (insert figure 5), . This is particularly

impressive compared to Salem which witnessed only a rise from 87.0 days in

1839-40 to 91.7 days in 1859-607tAn increase of 5.4 percent. Thus, the children

in Beverly made major gains inthe amount of education they received during the

ante-bellum period - though they continued to trail the educationally advanced

communities such as Salem in the overall amount of education.

The informa

Insert Figure 5

n o entailment, a endance,'length of p yb is school yea;



Figure 4

length,of Public School Sessions in Days, 1840-1860
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Figute 5
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and amount of education received child indicate that Beverly was making

:important gain a in the two decades before!the CiVil,4ar though it had not

taught up with.scheol,syste* in commuititles such as'Salip which were also

.makinvgains during these same:yeara. Thispicture of_education does suggest

-that-the cities of Beverly Worked hard to-upgrade its offering' of public
4

education and to encourage their_awn children ,to `attends nol in higher

proportions than ever before. if they did not respond thusastically.to

supporting a public high schooL they certainly did endorse publiclidUcation

for everyone at the coon school level.

Tounderstand the rfactions'of Beverly citizens to the expansion

public education in that community, we, need to consider the costs of this

Process. The cost of public. schools in'BeVerlY rose in real dollars (1860100)

fram $2717.88 in 1840 to$6151.56in 1860-a huge increase of 126.4 percent 18

The citizens of Beverly responded to the pleas of Horace Mann and local

citizens for improved public education by a major increase in spending for

that system. Thus, in evaluating the support or lack of support for popular

education in Beverly, we need to remember that the taxpayers of that
.-

community supported a major expansion of that system even though it meant

increasing per capita costs of public education in teal dollarsfrom$:.-59
.

.

to'$1,04-an ressive increase of'76..3 Percent during the two decades be e

the Civil War.

The citizens of Beverly accepted a:higher rate' q

to fund; the of public school education. Bu 1:11.d this occur within

the context of .a general expansion of the economy and how did their

per capita. taxation

expenditures compare'to those.of,,their counterparts in the. CommonweaLth?

To answer these questions, we can calculate the amount of school expenditures,

public and private, per $1000 of valuation. This will give us an' indication

of the relative economic burden of education in'the ante-bellum period-.
- _

Though the per capita co_sts,of public education soared in Beverly, the

overall burden of public and prate education-as,a share of taxable prOperty

in that community declined from $3.84 per $1000 of Valuation to'$2,,30 per

$1000.of valuation (see figure 6). it is im ortant to observe, that while'

Beverly laggdd behind Salem in. the length ofthe public school-year and the



annual nnmberof days, of school per person under twenty, it daually:spent a

larger proportion_of its taxable property-fat educational purposes than Sal6M..-
v

In other words, while Beverly does not seem, as committed to education as

Salem if'we look only,at the'indipes of the.emount of education supplied-

and -received in each community, the picture is just the reverse if we look

Ility of each town to finance ,education.the relative economic

Insert'F re 6

As we note therdecline in the total school expenditures in Beverly as

percentage of taxable wealth, we may be surprised by the putragelsof

taxpayers toward a new public high school. Yet another perspective-on this

issue may provide some clues to the concerns o the taxpayers. While
.

A the overall school expenditures per $1000 valdation declined, the share o

public school expenditures significantlyA.-creased. Public school expendi-

tures rose from $1.70 per $1000 valuation \83940 to $2.15 per-$1000 value-

tiOn in 185960 ankaverall increase of 26.5 percent. -"thus, though the relative

econdmic burden of education in Beverly decreased for e families with

school-age children; it significantly increased for Beverly y-texpayers

The relative burden of. public expenditures in Beverly wetewtonsiderably

higher than? in Salmi. '144839-40, Beverly'taxpayers spent 60.4 percent more

per $1000 valuation than their Salem neighbors.; in 1859 -66 the Beverly

taxpayers ItilI.spent 33.5 percent more per $1000 valuation than Salem residents.

Thus, given the relatively more limited economic base of Beverly than of

Salem, its.(citizens were more supportive financially of public education

in that community then would be-suggested by simply looking at the overall

amount of money spent on public or private' education in those town

110'to,;now we have considered school expenses from the perspective of the,
-

comMUnity and the taxpayers. Now we want toadok at the costs of education

from the point of view offthe students to see whether the quality of their

education, as indexed by _the expenditures,.may,have shifted over time.

In terms of public 'and private expenditures, in real doilats, per person

- under twenty, Beverly, spent more money on education (see figure 7). In
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839-40,Beverly'spent $2.34 per a on-under twenty on education7; in 1859 -60

it spent;$2..93 per person under twen y--or_an-ineriase of-25.2 percent.

Thas, Salem was-cutting back:on the.amountof money spent per person

,_under-tmanty4;,Beverly,increasedlts-staliport--though.even an the-eva-of the

Civil War, Salem spent a' third more than Beverly.

Beverly shifted between 1840 and 1860 -AwaTfromsprivate schooling,

the rativof public expendipure per person under'twenty.increased-evan mote

rapidly (see-figure 8) While the town spent Only $1.03'per parsdn under

twenty- for publics,education in 1839-40, by 1859-t0 that figura had risen to

$2.74 a huge increase of 166.0 percent. during' those years.

it is also import t to compare- developments in public. school extendi-

tures in Salem and. 'Beverly. Though Salcaapent cons derablY.pore money-on

public schocireducation perperson under twenty ln18397.40, Beverly not only

caught up with Salo:a-bat surpassed it by-185960. However, the Overall

amount of money spent per person under:twenty in 18597.60 centinuedto be

much higher in Salem than in Beverly because in thOormer private education

still-provided 34,1'percent of tOtal achool.expanditilres-while in the latter

only provided6.5 percent-of total,school expenditures.

Though ,BeverlY:bitizeni spend,considerably more On education per person

,under twenty, this does not necessarily mean that- the amount of money spent

,,-per pupil actually increased since Beverly- schools enrolled an increasing
; 7

proportion of persons under twenty and were kept open longer. Perhaps. the

increased:expenditures were used almost exclusively,to fund the expansion of

the, system to accomodate the additional students and to fund the longer

school year.

To see whether the quality of education, as indexed by expenditures,

mahavg changed over time, we can caf6ulate:the cost (in real dbllars) per
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100 -daye of `school attended (see In Beverly, there was relatively
little change- -in 1839-401 the ,cost per 100 days ,of school attended was

$3.96 and had declined to183.73 by,1859-60, A Simi ar:decline, though more
, mar l A4'o0iiired in Salem. ThuS,'While the overall amount of money spe,nt

pet-personUndertwenty increased in ante- bellum Beverly, it:did not result

re being spent per day of schooling actually received;

'ft

Figure 9

While, the overall cost per 100 days of education changed relatively

little in Beverly, the cost of public Schoolegreatly increased rom'

$2.33, per 100 days tn18397404tO $3.73 in 1859-60 (see figure 10).- The

increase in the cost of public schoOling'by almost forty petcent probably

reflects the willingness and for the community to pity 'More

-money for teachers (since salaries comprised 'most of the school:budget
=

While one cannot and should'not simply equate rising costs with increases

in .educational quality, it.is likely that the caliber of teachers hired
19in Beverly during these years was improving.

Figure 10-

.While the-cost of public education rose, that of privet_ education

declined from $8.82 per 100 days of school in 1839-40 to $5.99 per 100-

days of SChool in 1859760 (see figure 11). Since this decline in the.cost

of school occurred at theiametime that fewer and fewer students were

attending private schools, the -total amount of income available for private

education dropped drastically --thus probably reducing:the quality"of teachers.

willing to teach private as Opposed to public schools.. One result of this
, .

shift probably was to make:pbbliceducation increasingly attractive in

Beverly compared to private education and thus further encoraging parents to

send their children to the public schools.

Inse__ Ale 11
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This lengthy- introduction o:the educational. developments in Beverly

is meant to give.. the the sense of continued educational change in that

community. `.Tie attempt to create a public high school was only part. of the

larger reforM Offorts--and,probablynot-even the most important one since the'

rapid expaneionot public common schbols had much more' impact on, the school-age

population and much more support frdm the ditilens of Beverly. Th6efore,

an analysis of the reactions to the public high school without due attention

to other educational developmentS in that community gives us a very distorted

picture.

Nor -was the issue of the high school the central controversy during those

years, . Much more attention, for example, was paid to the issue of the quality

of the teachers. In school committee report after school committee report,

the low quality of the teachers was lamented7-partly as the result of lOw

salaries and partly due to the fact :that'each local district hired. its own

teachers without closely scrutinizing their credentials. 20

Another continuing problem, and one that would ultimately have a major

impact on the high school controversy, was the inequality of funds disiributed

among the ten school districts. The problem was due to the fact that the

ten districts were quite unequal in population--ranging from 25 taxable polls

in Dodge's Row in 1843744 to 340 polls in the Grammar District. Since the

public school funds were apportioned in the early).840s strictly on the basis

of the taxable polls in each district, the smallest districts received very

limited funding with which to-staff and repair their public schools.21 Thus,

while Dodge s Row-in 1843 -44 only received $47.50 for its entire school budget,

the Grammar District had $646.00.

In part, of course, the differences in money allocated reflected differentials

in the number of Students to be taught,- but there were-still serious equalities.

While the amount of money allocated per'average public school student in

Dodge's Row was only $1.90. in 1843-44, it was $6.46 in the Grammar District.

-inequality was not only in- terms of the money per student, but also in

the absolute amount of,money available to hire teachers. zeonomiqsof-scale

allowed the larger districts to.keep schools open longer and to hire better

teachers.
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In 1843 -44 there were complaints about the inequalities in the system.

The town responded by showing that the smaller districts were receiving a fair

share of the funds in view' of the amount of:taxation they contributed to the

own:'coffers.
2

Though this Was.true, it,did:not solve the problem of inequalities
due to size. Therefore the town abandoned its:practice of appropriating

school funds on the basis of taxable polls and shifted to a system where one

eighth of the ppblic school funds would be equally:divided among the districts

and the rest would be allocated on the basis of the school-age population-23

Though this did not eliminate the problem, it minimized it to some degree.

Thus, the tension between the outlying, smaller districts and the more

central, larger ones continued and ultimately played a key role in the defeat

of the 'public high school.

In his analysis of the creation of the Beverly High School in 1858,

Michael Katz makes much of the strained social conditions in that community

during the 1850s which lead prominent citizens to create such an institution

in order to bring back more order and-stability to their town.24 In this way,

the socio-economic changes: in Beverly in the late-1840s and 1850s are closely

linked to the efforts to create a public high school.

Though Katz's argument seems persUasiye in many respects, it fails to

note that the first major effort to create'a public high school in Beverly

occurred more than a decade earlier--at a time when the Socio-economic change

,argument cannot. be pushed as vigorously. On March 1, 1844, F. W. ChOate and

others petitioned the town for the establishment of a high school. After

considerable discussion, the town meeting rejected the petition.
25

Thgs, the

initial effort to create a high school in Beverly occurred well before many of

the hypothesized social disruptions and dislocations had hapPe d and it was

soundly defeated as were the initial efforts ten years later.

It is also very portant to read further:in the town meeti .minutes

because 'the town move to significantly increase public schoollUnding at the

same time that it refus d to build a high:school. The Selectmen were ordered

to increase the amount of funding for public schools to be twenty-five percent'

more than any amount that they had raised prior to 1840.26 In other words,

at the same time:that the town rejected the additional expense of a public high,-



school, it passed a-major exPansiOn Of the school budget so that all distri

could behefitraccordingly. This deliberate trade -off between more money f

`;coMmon schoolS-or for the establishment:Of a public high schodl becaMe
7,

permanent feature of the debates4t Beverly with the'outlying smaller

districts particularly anxious to obtain more funds for their common schdols

which were woefully understaffed and in need of repairs while the larger

districts,' therecipienti of a disproportionate,share of the existing.
,

public school budget, could better Afford to contemplate an expansion of the

public school systeM to intlude a high school,

The failure to establish a high school did not seem to upset the community

too much. perhaps the continued willingness of the citizens: of Beverly to

fund a major expansion of the public school facilities satisfied many educational

refOrMers who probably were more concerned:about the qUality_of the teachers

and classrooms than the lack of a public high school. In addition, the

Beverly Academy, a private incorporated school, provided'a reasonable

substitute for public high school:education in that community at zero cost

4
to the,taxpayers. Though most of the proprietors of the Beverly Academy

d have been, happy to see the establishment of a public high'School, they

seemed willing orresigned to the lack of such an institution
27.during'therest of the 1840s.- ,

In the early 1850s there appears to have been a surge of educational

and others

reform efforts in Beverly which focused on a wit' variety of issues including

the establishment of a public high school Whe as most reports of the

Beverly School Committee during the 1840s had been perfunctory and highly
Acomplimentary of the existing school system, a0efinite hew tone emergesi

in the early 1850s starting with the report'of March 1853.28

The initial target of the newly aroused school comMittee was.the

improvement ofothe quality of teachers by hiring a full-time superintendent

Who could manage the affairs of the.schoolsystem better than a school committee

composed of part -time individuals.

The School Committe would respectfully submit to the
Town that in their opinion, our common schools, under the
usual management do not accomplish all the good of which they



are capable. This deficiency arises in part from the inequality
of teachers. Most of our teachers pursue the business for a,
limited period, and not as a profession. They are mostly young
men pursuing their own education at our Literary Institutions.
Our schools, therefore, are subject to all thi evils, arising
from the irregularities 4/character attainments and experience
of these temporary teachers. The duties of the tommlttee are
arduous, and difficult t be performed, reqUiring anLamount of
attention, labor and deiotedness to-the subject which it,is
difficult for them to r rider. Their own professional avocations
,are sufficient to occup their time--and if perfectly qual4fied
they could scarcely do jastice to the schools, even if -paid for
their services. The committee would therefore ear#estly recommend
that the Town authorize the Committee to employ a suitable,Super-
intendant of the Schools to perform these services and pay him
a reasonable compensation for his labor.29

The effort to hire a superintendent of the-public schools succeeded,

despite some opposition, and the town meeting of March 1853 alldcated $500

for that purpose. At the same time, howeVer, the town defeated an

effort by educltional reformers to abolish the existing system of local

school districts in favor of a more centralized system under the control

of the town school committee. 30 Thqs, while the town was willing to go

along with the idea of modernizing the public school system by hiting

superintendent, eventhough,this meant an increase of 12.5 percent on the

existing school budget,,, they were untling'to take away any major power

frai the local school districts--again revealing the tension between the

districts and the continued suspicion of the outlying ones that theTWoUld

be oyerwhelmed and outvoted in any mar, centralized system.

The new superintendent, RUfus Putnam, immediately brought up the issue of

the lack of education for older children in his first report of March

1854:

And capit be. that we are doing our duty to
'the

scores of
youth town, for whose edudation we are:J.11mi important

.

respect accountable, :while we withold from them the. education
which they need, and which many of them so earnestly desire?
Is it doing all Our-duty to this class to furnish them with a
teacher, for 'three or three and a half months in the whole year,
and give that teacher as much other labor as one man can possibly
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perform__, without attempting to catty them forward in the
higher branches of study?- The fact that so many of the
older:scholars have attended the w rater schools so regularly
from the beginning to the end of term, is sufficient
proof, if we had no other, of the __sire thatexists for amore
thorough education than.can be ob:aited'underthajitesent
system.

It does not become me to express ,any opinion as to the
best method of placing a more extended course of education
within the reach of those who are ready,toavail themselves
of'Che opportunity, were it provided. YOU,gentlemen, know
better than I can, the best'methods of supplying this want.
The fact, however, that the school 'houses at which five
sevenths of all the children in the'town attend school are
Within a mile of a certain centre, and that that centre is
accessible by railroad to one-seventh more,, removes the
objection which often exists, in towns of equal extent, to
a centralHighSchoo4 open to all the youth of the town,
whose age:and literary.attainTInts may be deemed sufficient
to give them admission to it.

The call for the establishment of a high school by the new superintendent

wms certainly an important step in bringing this issue back before the town.ti

We cannot tell whether he was acting on his awn initiative or whether this

was something that the rest of the members of the school committee desired

and wanted him to open the way for further discussing it. In any case, it

is doubtful that a nett superintendent would have tried in his first year of

office to raise this issue single-haidedly unless hp were assured of

considerable support from the members of the, town school committee as well as

other town leaders. Furthermore, the immediate-.support for such a move in

the community suggests that this effort was part of a well co-ordinated plan

among some Beverly citizens rather than the isolated attempt of the new

school superintendent to care for the needs of advanced students.

Perhaps another important factor leading to the effort to establish a

public high school in 1854 was the closing of the private Beverly Academy

in November'of that year. The Beverly Academy had been opened in May 1833

and had provided an alternative for older students in the community for over

twenty years.
32

Its closihg in 1854, for whatever reasons, may have stimulated

some Beverly citizens to join the effort to establish a public high school at

this time since their children would no longer have this option available to them;



On the other hand, since priv4te sourceel d proVided such a facility for

interested parents and students for so many years, many othe Beverly

taxpayers may haVe felt that the town ahould nit hear the costs of such

an institution since if there really was sufficient demand for such a fac

one could be re-established under private auspices and without any public

funds.

The campaign for a public .high school was quickly taken:up by the new

local newspaperthe BeVerly Citizen. ,On. February 9, 1854, a Month before the

'annual town :meeting, it urged the creation of a public high school.

A High School., There is a very general feeling among our
inhabitants in favor of establishing a High SchoOl in this town.
A school'of this description has. been wanted for a number of years,,
for the accomodation of pupils:who have advanced beyond'the general
standard of instraction_afforded in the district schools. We
believe there is no other-town as large as Beverly in the State,
which has not a High,School--thereby affording to the youth-an
Opportunity to prepare for college, or to pursue the higher
branches of learning',.without going out of town for that purpose.
The presedt state of things-with reference to this matter is
certainly not very democratic. Our young ten, under a'truly'
democratic arrangement, who were desirous of proceeding in thei:
studies beyond the ordinary standard, would be able to do so at a
free High School. At present, a young man, though verrdesiroUs
of-preparing himself for college, or for the study of a profession,
would not be able to do so, under our free school system; 'and if his:
pecuniary resources would not enablelimtp pa3i,for his tuition at
an academy, he woule be obliged to,give up, his intentions. The
want of a High'School in this place may account for the faCt that
Beverly has not so many representatives in the'learned professions
-as many other towneof the same size. This, however, is a matter
of but little,impOrtance; but it is- highly important that the youth
of Beverly should be mvided with allthose educational advantages,
which, j dnr the laws of the state, they might. justly claim for the
public.

As part of:their co-ordinated effort tb create:a public high school,'

Daniel Leach from the. Measachusetti Board of Education was invited fo address

the Citizens of the.town two weeks before the annual town meeting on the best

ways.aed means of Ordmoting education'., The issue of the high school was raised

and apparently enthusiastically espoused,sinCe many of the staunchest suppOtters
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of the high schoql were present and active at that meeting.34

Daniel Rildreth and others offered a petition at the March 1854 town

meeting calling for the establishment of a public high scho01.35 The town

meeting referred the matter to a special committee which reported favorably

on the creation, of such an institution at the April town meeting. After

considerable discussion, the town voted against the proposal. 36

Seviral observations can be made about the efforts in 1854 to create
a public high school. First, the effort to establish a public high school
must be seen as part a larger effort in the. early 1850s to revitalize

Beverly's school system. As such, much of the Impetus for (this effort can
be seen within the broader context of educational reform--both in its origin

atd its importance. While the public high school was a veryimportant part

f the reform agenda, it was only, one of many other reforms,that were being

advocated in that community. In fact, l suspect that the educational reformers

probably would have attached more importance to the abolishment of the local

school district system or the creation of a school superintendent than to the

building of a public high school.

Second, the new school superintendent played an important role in calling

for the establishment of a public high school. At the same time, however,

there is considerable evidence to believe that this effort was a well co-

ordinated attempt on the part of many Beverly citizens rather than the pet

idea of the superinteddent. Perhaps the idea of obtaining a school superintend

had been regarded as only the first phase of the broader effort to reform the

schools.

Third,lwhile Michael Katz has made much of the role of Robert Rantoul,

Sr., in this prat sa,'there are reasons to suspect that he played a very °,,

minor role. Katz does not seem to be aware of the sc dal in 1853 over the

case of. Miss Maxey, an insane person under the,'. care of the Qverseers of the
Poor in Beverly. 37

Miss Maxey was very poorly treated by the Board of

Overseers; for their'misconduct in this case, the entire Board of Overse

were prosecuted by the town and forced to retire from Office in disgrace.

Though Robert Rantoul, a long-time member of this body, Was so highly respected

for his past services to the community that he was lavishly praised -at the



meeting and in die local paper (though not exonerated in the Maxey

isode), he nonetheless had sent a letter of resignation from all current

town offices to the March 1854 town meeting. 38
In fact, atthe,

_ith Daniel Leach of the Massachusetts Board of Education which

or futur

meetin

discussed educational reforms for the community, he does not appear td have

been -resent.
39

In other words, though Katz devoted much attention to the

ideology and role of Robert. Rantoul in the fight. for the Beverly Hight-School,

he seems to have been relatively inactive in that effortespecially in the
early 1850s.

Fourth, one of the major groups advocating a public high school as well

as other educational, reforms was the clergymen of Beverly. Clergymen routinely

sat on the town school committee in larger numbers than any other group

many,of them spearheaded the effort to establish the high school. Surprisingly,

while Katz devoted so much time to'the role of Robert Rantoul, he entirely

ignores the important role of the clergy in this process.

Finally, though the decision to abolish the Beverly High School in

March 1860 may have involved the opposition to any higher taxes for public

education, the same was not true of the outcome in April 1854 In fact, the

arse town meeting which rejected the public high school voted an additional

,$1000 for the public schoolsa sizable Increase of 18.2 percent over the

previous school budget. Furthermore, while earlier town meetings had divided

12.5 percent of the general funds for schools equally among the,ten districts

and the rest on the basis of the school-age population, it was now decided

to divide,20.0 percent of the general school funds among the districts and

the remainder on the basis of the school-age population., Thus, just as ten

years earlier, the rejection of a public high school in Beverly was not a

signal that the town lost interedt in public educationi but an indication

that the citizens of Beverly preferred to improve the''uaiity of their common

schools rather than building a central high school for a few older and more

advanced students. The continued hostility among the local districts was also

evident; interestingly, the smaller and less affluent districts gaine

this process not only by the expansion of the general school fund by nearly

twenty percent, but also by the change in the manner of,districting the general

school funds.
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The defeat of the high school in 1854 temporarily setback efforts in

area. No one brought up the issue again in the town meeting in 1855.

The tension between those favoring a larger role for the to school

committee and those determined to keep control within the local districts,

however, continued unabated with the farmer gaining two minor, but still

significant victories. First, the town meeting voted that teachers should

not be paid any money until the town school committee hadexamined their
qualifications. Though the district prudential, committees continued to

employ their own teachers, they were now obligated to present their choices

for examination by the town school committee.
40

Second, in response to

the recently enacted state legislation, the town meeting instructed t school

committee to purchase such books and stationary as'may be necess

the public schools. Thus, though the 1855 session of the town 'nee

did not see the introduction of the high school issue,-it saw the continua-

tion of the struggle between those favoring more responsibilities for the

town school committee and those wishing to preserve as much power as possible

for the local districts.

Though there was no attempt to bring up- the high _ool issue in the

town meetings of 1855, its aupp tees had not abandoned _the fight. They had

merely awaited a year to reopen the battle. The school committee, for example,

continued to press for a public high school:

The public schools in, this town, twenty-two in number and
which ought to conveniently accomodate eleven hundred and sixty-
eight pupils (the number between five and fifteen years ofage)
are generally in good condition, and the complete fullness of
time seems to have arrived when a "high School of the first
order" should be established.

Scholars sufficient to fill such a school can easily, be
found, qualified for immediate. admission, even if we take the
highest standt d of scholarship adopted by, any High School
in the State.

In March 1856,:F.W Choate. and others submitted a petition to the,town

meeting calling for the establishment of a public high'school. TheLmotion-was
42

again defeated.
,

At the eame,tim that the town rejected the public high'school,
,



another group of citizens Attempted to reverse the recent policy of.having

the school committee purchase habits and stationary for the local districts.

The latter subject, however, was.podtponedfor A later "Mating, but ita

reppenink.clearIy suggeststhat the town was still'split over the proper

role of theschool committee and the local prudential-cammittees 43

It is-difficult to reconstruct exactly the next round of events since

the town records are rather terse. It appearsthat'after,suffering two
1-:

.successive :defeats 'on the establishment-of the public high school, its

supporters, instead of giving up, threatened to evoke the Massachusetts state

law whiCh required towns of the size of Beverly'to maintain such an institution.

As a result, a special and 'unusual meeting of the town was called for

DeCember 1856 to:deal with the issue of the high school.' Despite the threat

of taking the town to court, the town meeting again rejected the motion to

build a public high school. 44

At the March 1857 town meeting Ober, from one of.thespall school

distriCips (gast Farms)succesafully Offered-a moti to repeal the..

authori;atianfor -the school committee: to purchase-hooks and stationary.

At the same meeting, John I. Baker offered a motion which suggests that the

threat of the town being taken to court was now regarded as a real possibility:.

"That the School Committee be authorized to establish a High School as required

by law. "45 His effort to bring Beverly into compliance with"the state law

was Of no avail as-the motion was defeated 145 to 213.46

With the town deCidedly opposed to a public high school, even'after the
4

threat of. being taken to court, the supporters of that effort went ahead

. with legal proceedings against the town. The nextmention'of this issue

the' town records is of; a warrant for a,future meeting,in July 1857:.

To see what measures.the town will adopt relative to an
indictment against the town for nuisance, whether by defending
the suit consequent thereon, or settling the same, or 7 any
other Manner deemed best for the interest of the town.

The issue of the indictment against the town was discussed at July

1857 meeting, but no definite actioh was taken.
48

Perhaps the town hoped
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that=bT.takin no _.official position iMMed ately,some,form of compromiSA might

be worked out. In: Any case, it was necessary to call another town meeting on

September 15, 1B57 at which time it wad voted that the selectmen be

authorized to.,defend the interests ofthe town against the suit..49

Having looking.into the legal situation a bit .further, the selectmen

called-for another town meeting On Octoberl 18'57 at Which time they

reported their findings:

The 2d articles the Warrant was then taketup, and
..after a statement by the Chairman of the Selectmen that he had
consulted C. G. Loring Esq. and others upon the subject, who
were all. unaniMbusly of the opinion that the town must
establish a High'.School Or suffer the,penalty for their neglect.

On a motion of Lovett, it was Voted. That the
School Committee be authorized to establish a.High School
according to the law, and that ASuM not expeedingfour
hundred dollars be appropriated for that purpose.,

85 voting in favor and 79 in opposition to the abov
vote. An amendment; to, the aboVe,motiOn was adopted and
after some discuSsidls reconaLiated.

Ott. the motion (.,Isaac Prince it was also voted That the'
School Committee locate the School at the Old West Farms
School House if the t is obliged to establish a School
before March Meeting.

Though Katz tions the indictMent against the town fot,,nOt'complying

with the state aw requiring towns of the size f-Baverly'to'havea public

:high school, he ailed-to tonsider the implications:of this important event.

The majority-of Beverly,litizens. never favored a public high school--i404as

passed only after the unanimous opinion among lawyers that the town would not

only haveto build a high sthool,,but pay-a penalty as well for its delay.

Even facing an indictment, a large proportion of the, town was willing to incur

the penalties rather than giving in to the minority of citizens who used a

state law to circumvent the desires of the majority of the recent town meetings.

The high school MBA not just an institution that was "imposed" on the working

class citizens of Beverly, but on the large majority of individuals in that

cammunity who favored higher taxes for CQMMOn schools ttibugh not for a public

high school.



A related facto' which Katz ignorer in his analys of the-subsequent

vote against the'BeVerlyjligh-!Schoal-in March 1860' was. the tremendous amount

of bittetness'that'dust have been generated by this-episode. Many individuals,

may not have been that hostile per se to the highAchool,probably were

:outraged to find a small minority of their owni.tawnsMen-subvert the wishes

of the majority by_resorting to a;state law which had only rarely been evoked:,

-befara. Ibisuse OfOtate law also may have, frightened citizens from the

outlying areas even more because.theyTtlaw realized'that.the minority in.the

town who.,.favored a strong centralized school system might in the future

use some newly .enadted state'law to grab power. from the local school districts,

despite the.wishea of the majority of the-taxpayers tn otherwOrds, to under-

stand the intensity and pattern of feelings against the high school in March

1860, it is necessary to comprehend how the high school was originally created.

'A second curious item in the vote to create the high school was the

amendment to have it placed in the West Farms District - -one of the smallest

and least accessible areas ofthe community (see map of Beverly in 1875).

As the school report admitted after the Creation of the high school:

During the- winter term, with. one,or'two changes, the number.
continued At 17. It appeared upon careful inquiry that the
diminution of the School at the fall term arose from the fact
that the fatigue of daily;travel.to and froth a part of the town
so difficult to access,.ss the.-West Farms, was found upon trial
to be too great far many of those children who had at the butet
hoped and endeavored to enjoy the'advantages of this School.-_

One. might suppose that the location for the high school of the West Farms

was done in cider to obtain support for the high-school from the outlying

areas, -abut this does not appear to have' been the case, especially -since the

individual who made that amendment was not noted:as a supporter- of the high

school.
53

Nor can the reason be.that.a large number of'students from that

area were particularly interested IA attendingiheschool since -they did not
.

do so once it openec.
54

Rather, 1 suspect, that the oppOn its of tire school





who faVored it by locating it inan area_that-would

not serve' he majority of the tOwn well and-would therefore obtain only limited

interest -from parents and.etudentserhansf given the;closeness of the

-at-,thatteetingthe1 oppOnents-thought that they might discourage enough

suppOrters of--the highacht101 by putting it in such an adverse-lntation that

it might even defeat the ettetp to:build,the high school. In-any case, the

locatiOnof=the,high school in the West:Farms Dis -trict meant that most children

Beverly had only difficult access't0 that.facility:at.best.

In accordande with the decision-of March-1858, a-pu6lic high school

as sat up at West Farms underthe guidance pf John R. Baker. Candidates

for admission were required to be_twelve years of age,,to_piresent certificates
:

of good moral'charactat-4nd literary qualification: fro:6 their last instructors,

and to., pass a satisfactory examination.=

e town-had-ellocatedan additional $1000 for the public high school.

This:was a major increase in school expenses-18.2 peragnt. The expense

_f the high SchOol was an important part of the overall torn, budget --in
561858-it comprised-5.6 percent of the total town expensps,-

As:we saw earlier, the initial decision in 1854 not to build a high-.

vote

55

school was:not mainly-au economic deCision in-the sende'thatthe town

simultaneously increased fundsforcomton schools
42

by $1000. The-economic

Situation in Beverly in 1058, however,,may heVe been quite different. With

the economic downturn in Beverly following-the Panic of 1857, the town was

cutting back,its:Overall town expensesespecially in the area:of highway

building and repairs..57 In this new atmoipherenf reduced economic prosperity,

the prospectof having to Spread another $1000 for,a public high school which,

had been forced upon them trust have angered many Beverly' tsxpayerls.'

When the town was debating whether or not to establish aAp Elio high

school, the proponents confidentlyassuredaVeryone that large ,umbers of

highly qualified Students'cOuld he found. In one school report it wo
hinted-that: at7least.fifty students would'be ready to enter a new public

58
high school.

The response to the high school was a major disappointment. Initially,

only 25 girls and,8 boyi enrolled ind, at the fall term that number had

dropped to 17. 59: The second. year did nOt:see a major increase in the number



ents. Not only was the totem" number o disappointingly low,students_

but he great majority of ehem were females. In almost all of the debates

about the value of a,high school education, the, stress had, been plaadd,

implicitly or explicitly, on the'education of males.' Yet much less-then=

an average of ten males attended the high school during the first two Yeats.

Thus, despite the high cost of this insiitutiOn, the benefits to the community

emed more limited than ever.

The active supporters of the high school did not give.up. They were

convinced thatthe:poor'iocation ofthe.schoOli-in the-West-Palms District,

accounted.. for much. of, thtlaw rate ofiattendanOe and sought to shift the

location of the.highschool.at thetiarah 1859 town meeting. Though everyone.

probably agreed hat theliest Farm location was not ideal, it'was impossible

to obtain a majority Vote to move it to any other location suchas the Grammat
(

Wash4ton Distridt or the South District.61 While we cannot be
,

sure of the'actual dynamics of the vote. since no record of the voters by name

was ever taken,'it is likely that the:Opponents of the high school, Still

bitter over the establishment Of the institution, blocked any effort to:move

it-to a more convenient location for those who favored it. The struggle fot

the location of the public high school was not simply a contest between' the

outlying distticts and those more centrally'located'sinct.the latter always

had more than enough Votes by "themselves in the town meetinga eó -win any such

:election if they were united.

The efforts to relocate the Beverly High School in 1859 had failed

'andVith it any chance for great increases in,enrollments. The controversy7-

over the Beverly High. Schaol had not gone away. and the warrantforthe town

meeting in Hatch 1860 brought the entire high school matter before the

taxpayers once again:

To adopt such measures, grant such aunts of money, and
make such regulitions in regard to the High Schooli"and
other schoolS throughout the town, and act and gq anything
tespecting the same as they may deem expedient.

a

Though there is no.evidence that the opponents of the Beverly High School

had caucused ahead of time, the backers-of that institution, including the



1r Citizen sought o drum up support for it :before the meeting

publiahedletter.to the editor, nine days before the town meeting, "A Looker

e Beverly Eight School:

School is-no longer an eXperiment of doubtful success
ver was regarded in such a light. During the two years

stence, it has gained a character of which_ it may well
be proud. So far from proving a failure, it has accomplished
much in the right direction. Though, but few have enjoyed its
advantages, yet the improvement made by those who have attended
to its exercises, can but occasion no small regret that so many
should have been deprived of such opportunities.63

It is interesting to note that even in praising the high school, the writ

was forced to acknowledge that very few individuals had made use of it

Thus, though the parents of the children going to the high school should

have been among its staunchest supporte;s, this could not have made much of-

a difference at this time since so few children were enrolled

The town meeting met on March 12, 1860 and selected the town officials

for the coming year Then it turned to a motion by Daniel Foster (one of

the opponents of the high school) "that the town retain the-School District

.System and that prudential Committees of the several School Districts be

authorized to select and contract with the Teachers in the several School

Districts for the ensuing year."64 The motion carried and reaffirmed the

desire of the town to keep the control of the public schools with the local

district's rather than with the town school committee.

As the town did' not finish its lengthy agenda that day, it adjourned

and reconvened on March 14, 1860. F. tJ. Choate, a strong supporter of the.

Will school, then moved that the high school should be located at the Armory

Hall for the coming year The motion was defeated. 65

Joseph Thissell then offered the following motion: "To discontinue

the.High SChool in this town and to request the Selectmen to secure

disinterested legal counsel to-carry the .case,the Supreme Court if the

case required it, andall the Expenses to paid by the Town Treasurer."

After a series of parliamentary maneuvers, the vote was taken and it passed

,249 to 143--the newly created BeVerly1High School was defeated
66

Though



ourned for lunch, a motto:

very High School lost 144 to 187.67

Several things 'are worth.notidg about vote to abolish the Beverly

High School before we lid-A detailed analysis of the actual Patten0A voting
thetHissue, ;First though, Katz analytes the vote as-a:reflection of those

_who favored or opposed a public high School', it was more properly 4-vote, on

whether or not to comply with the state iaw'which required a public high school

for tom the: ize of Beverly. This ii a very important distinction ,because

the citizens of Beverly never voted to establish a public high_ school by

themselvegic It was oniy;whemthey were faced with an:indictment which they

seemeli'destined tolose that they voted for the high school-and even then it

was by a very close margin. As a result,liates analysis of the actual vote

probably reflects in large Measure how individuals felt about the idea of

doing something blatantly illegal-especially when they were threatened with

monetary. penalties Ioilailure to-Comply with the state law.

Second,though Katz describes the controversy surrounding the abolition

of the Beverly'High School and the social tensions this revealed about the

community, he did not emphasize that at the next town meeting (March 1861Y,

the petition of H. E. Woodberry and others lot re-establishing the public

high school passed--.inlargelmeasure, no donbt,. because of the continued legal.
-action against the town.

68
Furthermore, while the decis ion to abolish the

Beverly High SChoolhad evoked considerable hostility and displays of:anger

at the March 1860 meeting, this was not true of the March 1861 meeting.

As the Beverly Citizen described its

The meeting was.unusually harmonious and although several.
matters elicited considerable earnest discussion, yet the tone
and temper of he meeting wa*.such throughout as to be evident
to all present that the "ere of good. feeling" had arrived.69

In other words, while the rancor and division over the Beverly High Schoo
F

in March 1860 Was'quite'real, by March 1861 it had subsided. Perhaps the

citizens had sufficiently vented their anger and'grustration against the

minority of Beverly taxpayers who had tried to impose the high school upon



hid7risignid'themselVei to the'fact that nothing could'

be done about Problem since-Beverly was about to lose in the courts.

n-any case, one gets 'a a-very misleading perception of the social tensions

within .Beverly by hot realizing that the public high _school was re- established`

relatively harmonious conditions one year later.

Third, tabereaa Katz focuses on the class tensions within Beverly as the

reason for the outrage against the public high school, hi neglects the

bitterneas that was engendered by having this expensive public institution,

which benefited very few children and was endorsed only by a minority of the

town, forced upon them by a faction of educational reformers led by some

of the prominent clergymen. In an analysis af ie vote on the Beverly High
,

School, the BeyerlyCitizen confirms, in part', this latter obServation:,

The School Cemmittee came in of course for the usual "left
hand" compliments; the Ministers especially! Though there were
but four, of them, out oi a Committee of twelve--still, as they
have been longest.in the service, we suppose they were considered,
on this account. the embodiment of all its sins. They were
charged with having "rid out the appropriations" and with
"riding over the Town"! What a lucky circu tance that these
clerical Jehus did not live in witch times!

eurth, Ka _,sts gestion that the taxpayers of the community were

concerned about the high costs of a public high school seems quite reasonable

--especially in 1860. In both .1844 and 1854 when the issue of,a public

high school was brought up, the cost Mahe taxpayers does not seem to have

been:.as serious a problem in the sense that the town allocated even more

money to the c nu

But when the B erly High School was abolished in 1860; the $1000 previously

allocated for was not redistributed to the common schools through the general

school fund, b- eliminated Altogether11 This suggests that the economic
%

difficulties fac ng the community in the late 1850s encouraged a growing

conservatism amo g Beverly taxpayers against any additional expenditures.

Fifth, th ssue.of geography continued to surface throughout this

controversy--e cially in regard to where the Beverly High School should be

located. Even after the re- establishment of the high school in March 1861*

schools at the same time that it rejected the high school'.



undei,relatively harmo oua conditiOns, it was still,difficult to settle this
9.

FurtherMoreo,though much of the debate focused on the location of

Oft high School, the brodder-ail more important antagonism was' probably

over the issue, of 4pending such a largesukfor.g central high School
(used by so iewatudents) or expanding the aid,for common. schools in,e4

outlying.areas whiehnreceived very limited public-funding 'because of their

size.- It is very interesting to note that in the late 1880s when Frederick

A. Ober wrote a short history of Beverly, he analyzed the fight over.tII4

establishment of a public high School along these lines:

The'High-SChool:was not establiShect,Untilafter 4-conflict'
0 saveralyearathaoiposition being-not so- much'against:the
establishdent of, the school itself as:from fear that the-money
devoted to itssupportwoUld be proportionately taken from
the various district:Schools, all of them being popular local',
institutions, and each'with its special neighborhood attractions:

The-town had bedotm large enough to be liable in law to
support a-High School, and some:of its friends' gOt se'far out
of.Patietce in waiting for the:tOwn'to establish it,that they
.hadlit indicted. this but intensified-the opposition,'whith
was then a decided majority, and they'at first attemptedto
d-afend-the tawn;, but eventually yielded, though the school
was at first established at'thqWest Farms, at some distance
from the centre of population."

Fir[411Y while-Satz has stressed the opposition of the workers to. the

Beverly High School and tied this in with the shoe strike occurring in that

community at the same_ time, there are reasons toAuestion thig connection

which was based mainly on conjecture rather than any direct evidence Though

the 'majority of the shoe workers (as well as fishermen and mariners, etc.)

did favor the abolition of the Beverly High School, its by no means as

unanimous,Ss suggested by a class conflict interpretation. Furthermore,

using the Beverly Citizen, which wes.quite sympathetic to the strikers, it is

possible to identify someof the leaders of the shoe strike in Beverly. --Rather

than finding the strike leaders unanimously opposed to the public high school,

it appears that they were evenly,split-hardly an indicabion of concerted

efforts by the shoe workers to -get back at the socio- economic elite of the

town by opposing the public high school.



The uniqcle-feetureof.the,voteon March 14,. 1860 " to .aholish-the Beverly

--High8cheol,-Wasthatth'positionsofeachofthe392-Voters leak recorded b-

-name by the town clergy John /. Biker. highly unusual procedure

probably done to emphasize the seri'ousnese.of the situation and to provide

adequate documentation for the town in the.event this information was needed.

for,thetown's defense in the courts. It was,the. availability of such

detailed voting infer:dation-that Katz decided to analyie the controversy in:

Beverly since it would reveal the actual town -split on this isiue..

Following almost identicel prOcedclres to those of Katz, as much informs-

was gathered on each of the 392 voters as possible using the federal
.manuscript: census, the town tax list of 1859, and the town records.34

Complete information on age, nativity, occupation', wealth,. children-in.

household, and location of residence was obtained for 370 of,the--:392 voter

Before we analyze the vote to abolish the Beverly High School by

ndividuals, it is useful.ro place it'within some context. Though not

everyone.anawered the roll-call vote who was present av:the Meeting, most of
76

those4mesent,probably,did.-. Compared to most other town meetings, this

one was unusually well attended. Yet not everyone eligible,to vote in the

com munity partidipated. : In fact, only25.6 percent of the pollsin the

community act411y voted. Furthermore, though Katz has made much of this

event being a revolt of the working claae,, the le6st affluent individuals

were much less likely to participate. Whe 32.8 percent of the polls.. with
,property voted, tonly 13.8 Inrcenof those, without any .property vOtea. 73

ThUsipough ihe issue of the Bevetqy nigh Schobi attracted.a lot of attention

coMpared.to most other issues before the community, it did.not bring out most

of the citizens especially compared to turnout for state and natiOnal

political elections which usually attracted More than twice as many voters

AS those who.appeared on March 14,..1860 to decide the fate of the High Schtiol.
Q

In analyzing the voting behavior of individuals, Katz cross-tabulated

the data In. other words, he simply calculated the percentage of voters

opposed to the Beverly High SchoOl by their wealth or occupation. Each

independent variable (I.e. wealth, occupation, -0 was cross-tabulated,

75

individually against'thedependent variable (the vote on the Beverly High



statistical approach is that does

t to make validAnferinces about 'the relativb' importance

variables. 'Therefore, in this analysis, we willOf eac

Use mu iple..c i ysis which permits us to analyze the relation-

ship of each,of the independent-variables to the dependent variable after

oontrolling for the effects of the other independent variables,79 Thus, we

1hot,only:he able to see what the relationship is between the wealth of

ivoter and-his poition 6h the Beverly High' School- after controlling for

the-effects of .the. other variables, but also the relative ability of the

h of the individualYth predict his vote Comparedto the'other-charac

the voter,in our analysis.

Using a cross-tabulation of the data, Katz considered a variety of

i.anations:of the voting behavior.of-the Beverly'citizens. on this issue.

The problem throughogthie analysis'wss that many of his:independentvariables

were relatecLto each other to some degree and it was difficult to untangle.

ir.relatiVe effects using only crosstabulation. Nevertheless, he succinct_

summarized his findings as

For three.reasons,_then, the BeVerly cit zees voted to
abolish the high school: first, people, those without
children especially, protested the raising of taxes4'second,
the'least affluent citizens felt that the high school would
not benefit their children;. third,..they were hostile both to
the wealthy leaders of the town and to the onset of
industrialism. ..,The Oucational promoters, who were by and
large the wealthy and prominent citizens, failed to preserve
the high school because they advanced arguments unacceptable.
to the less prosperous citizens and bec'ause they overestimated
their own powers of leadership.- The supporters-based their
pro-high school-arguments on mobility. and:economic growth;
what they failed to see was that' their own Values were not
shared by the entire community.8°

To analyze the vote on' e Beverly High School, six .independent variables

were used-i-age, nativity, occupation, wealth, children in household, and

geographic location. Many more independent variables, were considered and

used in other MCA runs, but this remained thw basic list for providing us with



uccinct'and yet reasonably complete set. of fo
.

pattern of voting on theBaverlyHigh School.

The age of the voter was uspd:hecause it was hypethesized that: the

lounger voters may be more supportive the high school than the older Mee.
cohorts of'individu*ls in their twenties and thirties, for example, grew

ess was placed on the value of educational reform
up in Atime when gteat

by Horace Mann as well'as byhis'co-vorkers'At the locallevel. Older
voters, on the other hand, grew up in an environment which. stressed the

vane of education, but one Wkich.was much less enthusiastic about high schools
And more used to haVing.parentsIiiy for higher education of their Children.

1

than the public.

Katz-foundJalmostno differences in age, between the supporters and

opponents, of the High School. s was confirmed at the laVel-ofthe

simile relationship between the 'ote on the High School and the age of the
vter since the adjusted eta

2
was zero (for this an all other references to

the MCA, see tables 1 and 2).= Controlling for the other factors, haweve
the Age of the.voter bec much more -important Younger voters were now

much,more consistently li. ly to support the High School while older ones
were more apt to oppose t. In fact, after controlling for the other factors .

the age of the voter was the third best predictor of, his position--better,
for instance, than knowing the occupation of the voter. Thus, the advantage
of controlling for other variables is nicely illustrated by this example

,

since the age-cohort effects of the, vote are lost by simply cons dering class

means.

Tables and 2

ill

Initially, had hoped to diacinguiah in considerable detail the

differences in voting behavior by the nativity of the individual. It Wa

quickly apparent, however, that very few of the foreign-born living

in Beverly participated in that torn meeting,. The best one could do was

to subdivide the population into those born in Massachusetts and those

born outside the state (but most of these were born in the united States



Dodupat_ of Voter

We: h of Vbter

Children. inn Ho

.0365

.2085

Note:
2

aads andnd

.1286

.1758

.3948

have been adjusted for the degrees of freedom.
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FENC ACE V I G.FOR-ABOLISH-ABOLISHING BEVERLY HIGH SCHOOL OW:MARCH" 4, 1860

ADJUSTED MEASS,'NET DEVI:AWNS:, DIMMERS OF CASES

ABOLISH/0 * NOT ABOLISH)

of-Voter:

20-29

30 -,39

40.49

50 -59

60 and Above

Natvity of _Vote

.Born in Ma aachuse

Other

Occupation of Voter:

Merchant

Manufacturer

Professional and
White Collar

Famer

Shoemaker

Fishermen, Mariners

Gentlemen, No Occupation

Other

Wealth of Voter:

0

$1 - $999

$1000 - $4999

$5000 and Above

Class Adjusted
Mean Mean

Net
Deviation

.

Number
of Cases

60.2 56.7 5.7

62.8' 59.9 - 2.5

60.2 60.3 2.1

59.0 61.2 - 1.2

74.0 81.7 +19:1

63.5 63.0 .6

515_ 56.9 -5.5

38.5 53.7 -8.7
50.0 52.8 - 9.6

39.5 55.1 - 7.3

73.2 (56.6 - 5.8

71.5 68.8 4. 6.4

75.9 70.2 + 7.8

53.8 53.8 8.6

60.2 62.0 - .4

67.8 -68 0 + 5.6.

67.1 65.4 4-1.0

49.3 '50.9 -11.5-

26.7 34.3 -28.1

:83

7.8

98

50

337

3

26

12

38

41

123

29

13

88

146
.x

140

69

15



graphic Area

.Bald Hill, East arms
West FarMs

Bass River, Dodge''s Row,
Washington

Cove

Grammar

South

Total

- 61.3..

8th ~

61.5

.2

84.9

69.6 69.0 6.6

93.8 90.0 +27.6

,42.3 42.6 -19.8

50.9 57.4 -11.5

62.4

300

-47

56

65

149

53

370



Given the .data-on nativity, no strong hypotheses

advanCed on how results idy-go. One:possibility was that individuals

born in Massechuaette wOUld be more likely, to:suppOrt -the High School because-

eT- grew Win-e state particularly. noted for its educational, de

and 'perhapewere-mord attached to and iroud of their community than

someone born elsewhere (of course, the measure ofmaiivity so,crudg that

it does not allow us any real precision on these matters). The results

show that individuals born in Massachusetts were more apt to vote against

the High Schooleven after controlling for other variables. However,

the nativity of the voter Was.a. very weak explanatory variable overall,

and contributed very little-to explaining voting behavior.

=There is no ready or obvious:explanation for this pattern-of voting

behaVior,:Perhapil the individuals born in MassaChusetts: were more likely

to be life-long residents of Beverly and more traditionally oriented- thdn

those who had moved about duringtheir lifetime in search of better

economic opportunities. Again, given the great predominance of-those

born in Massachusetts and the lack of variation, this did not prOve to be.
_ _ c

as interesting:e.variable as was first_hypothesized.

One of the more interesting variables in this analysis id the occupation

the voter. In order to explore: this variable in, considerable detail,

occupation was subdivided into eight categeries-rtaking into account both

conceptual considerations'as.well as the number of individuals in each"

category. It was/hypothesized that voters in certain occupations such as

merchants, manufacturers, professional and white collar workers, and gentlemen

or those with no occupation would be to support the'Beverly

High School than the shoemakers,- fisherMen, mariners, and farmers who would

be less likely to see that institution as a necessary or desirable avenue

for their children.

/hp results, aftercentr011ing for the effects of the 'other variables,

generally confirm the:initial hypothesis. Merchants manufacturers,

professional and white collar workers, and gentlemen or those with no'

occupation, were much more likely toaupport the High School Nevertheless,

it is also important to note that these individuals Were often nearly evenly



For` le; though much -has een, :made of the role

promoting -educion, half of them v t againet

the High_ fact which wee not altered .by controlling fat

the Other--secie-economic vari ables ether these particular occUpatiOn
.

groups supported thelligh School betautie of their desite too send their own

Children, their hope to upgrade the quality of education: it:Bevetly, or

their eXwillingness'to openly defy state law .in what seemid-d hopeless case,

cannot be ` ascertained from the, evidence. On suspects that ape as of all-

three vete certainly operating with the .last one certainly part of the

considerations since the majority of Beverly citizens never,lavored the

High School -before` th indictMent;

The surprising reaction, in.retrospe _ was the behavior of farmers.

While 73.2 percent of, the farmers opposed the High School, they were much

less,hostile asa group"'after we.coetrolled.for the effects of their

socio-economic characteristics (especially, I suspect, their geographic

location). Thus, while farmers were hostile-to the High School, it was less

a function of their partikular position in the occupation structUre than the

type of other factors' assoie4ed with farming.

The two occupetiOnalgrtfops:which continued totie the most hostile to

a public high school were the shoemakers and the fishermen and mariners.

Over seventy percent of the individuals in these occupations opposed the

High School and Controlling fir their other socio- economic factors did not

reduce that figure very mUch.-.4.-Thia is,not surprising since Katz and others

have already'emphasiied that workers:saw little benefit from the High School

compared to thoae-in highereocibeconomic groUps. It is interesting,: however,

to note that 25 -30 percent of the)workers supported the High Sdhciolthus

suggesting that this was not an issue that pitted workers against capitalists

(especially since such a significant proportion of Merchants and manufacturers

so voted against the High Scheel Furthermore, while Katz emphasizes,'

the vote of the shoe workers'again the-High School as a means of their,

protesting the-nature of industrialldevelppment in Beverly, the fishermen and

mariners were just as opposed to th High School though, presumably they were

less upset and affected by industrial evelopment and the shoe strike of 860



than the shoemakers.
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ThUs, while the differences in voting behavior by

occupation are quite real and persisted. after we controlled for the other

variables, it was not as strong as one might have expected--the occupation

of the voter was,the fourth best predictor of the Six independent variables.

Furthermore ,- though there were differences between the workers and the

capitalists in Beverly, as suggested by Ka_-, they were not so uniform as

to encourage us to see this issue as an example of class conflict in the

cammunity--eaPecially since most taxpayers of that community had opposed

the high school in the first place.

Another potentially important factor in Accounting for the voting

behavior of Beverlyliatizens was the amount of taxatle wealth they held..

:Using information the Beverly tax list of 1859, it was possible to estimate

the total wealth p the individual in terms of their personal an&real estate.

Predicting the direction of the vote to abolish the High School as

A function of the wealth of the voter is not obvious from a conceptual

perspective. Based on,the data, Katz argued that the wealthier - individuals

in the community supported the High School in order to benefit their own

children as well as to stabilize the community. On the other hand, one

might have speculated that the wealthier individuals, after controlling for

the effects of the other factors, might have opposed the High School since

they would end up paying most of the taxes for this institution' while many

of themcould easily afford to send their own children to a private Academy.

The results indicate that there was a direct relationship between the

total wealth of the voter and the likelihood:that he supported the High

School--the more wealth an individual'posseased, the more likelyYhe was to

vote for the High School. Furthermbre, wealth was the second best predictor

of voting behavior on the High School, rThuS; for whatever reasons, those in

Beverly who were .most likely to pay for the High School through increased

taxes. were also its strongest supporters--though again that relationship

was by no means exact since over a quarter of those with personal and real

estate valued at more than $5000 also opposed the High School.'

The presence of children in the household might affect the Way an

individual voted on the High School. Presumably,,Vaters with children in the
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household would be more apt to support the High ,School since they might

Want to make use of that facility for their awn children in the futUre.

Indeed, the MCA supports this hypothesis-- voters from households.with some

children in them were more likely to vote for the High School. On the other

hand, the presence of children in a household was not a strong'predictor

of how an individual 1,,pted on the ugh Sehodl.

The final variable we coniidered was the school district in which the

voter lived. Due-to the small number of voters from the smaller districts,

it was necessary to combine Bald Hill, East-Farms, and West Farms Into one

category and Uss River, Dodge's Row, and Washington into another. The Cove,

Grammar, and South Districts were maintained as separate categories.

the school district in which the voter lived was by far the single best

predictor of a voter'i position on the High Schoolrwhether taken by.itself

or when included in the MCA with the other five independent variables. Voters

in the two,-largest and:most centrally located districts (in terms of population

density); the Grammar and theSouth, were almost evenly split on the High

School while those in the other three areas were overwhelmingly opposed to

the High School. Especially hostile were the outlying areas of the Cove

and the Bald Hill, East Farms and West Farms areas

The hostility of the smaller, outlying school districts to the High

School is not surprising in view of the earlier discussions of the sectional

tensions among the school districts in that community. What is surprising

is that Katz, using exactly the same set of data, did not even include the

geographic differences as one of his three major predictors of voting- ehavior

on the H1gh School.

Though the geographic division on the vote for the High School reflected

to some degrIe disagreements over where the High School should be located, this

was not 'a Major consideration. Otherwise, the Bald `Hill, East Fans, and

West Farms voters should have endorsed the High School in larger numbers

since the present High School was located in the West Farms District and the

voters 'had again rejected any effort to move it to a more central location.

,Instead, the nearly unanimous opposition to thejligh School from the outlying

daitricts reflected their- belief that the tax dollars could be better spent
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on improving their common schools rather than supporting a public high school

which served so few students and their bitter anger' against the small minority

of educational promoters in Beverly who were seeking to impose their wishes:

for a more centralized and more hierarichal school system on everyone else

by bringing an indictment against the town,

Thus, though the voters of Beverly rejected their Public High School

March 14, 1860, the-causes of their action:are much more complicated than

initially suggested by Katz, They did not reject popular educatiOn since they

had steadily increased their support fot common:schools throughout this

period.- Nor did the social elite of the community build the High School for

the benefit of-their own children since most Beverly citizens had opposed it

all ,along. Instead, a Small, but effective, group of educational promoters,

using the state law which required.towns to build high schools, tried to force

the taxpayers of Beverly to build a public high school. Though they succeeded,

the bitterness thin engendered. as well as the continuing reluctance of Beverly

citizens to fund an expensiVeand'seldom used high school led to its downfall

on March 14; 1860. However,. under the continuing pressure of the state law

and the efforts of the edlicational,promoters, the town once again re-established

the High School in March 1861. While the struggle over the Beverly High Schdol,

does not reveal the type and depth oficlass tensions suggested by Katz, it

does point to the complex efforts of communities to expand their offering of

public education not only at the level "of the common schools, but also at

the level of high schools.
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I realize thatthis is the last comment and therefore- I will try to
be as brief a- possible.. I am going to try to provide a social- science
reaction to the papers presented tdday.and expand on many of the fine remarks
ofProfeSsor.JackSon. In my corilments I will focus on three broad toptc$,-

.

.

research design, statistical techniques, and conceptual issues. In the area
of research design, I will discuSs the definition of a community, the number
of-coMmunitiesstudies, the typeof-Communities studies, the context of
the comMunitias being investigated, and the method of analysis- within
communities. In talking about statistical problems, I will focus on the
advantages and disadvaptiges of using cross- sectional data, the problems of
-small sample size, and the use of multivariate-analyses. Finally, on the
'topic of conceptual issues,J-will-consider-the ethnocUltural approach to
politics, the use of life course analytis, and the interaction between
quantitative and qualitative approaches to the study of the past.

This conference is organized around the-theme.of "community -studies in.-
urban education." Though all of the

.

papers fit within this broad rubric, it
is often unclear exactly what is meant by the authors when they use the
wordS: "community" and "urban" Are they simply referring to the Bureau of
the Census definition of urban? Or -do they also imply a sense of community
within those. urban areas? By not specifying what one means by those terms,
it isdiffidult for thereader to be sure of exactly what theauthors'are

trying to- say.- Since Barbara Finkelstein haS already gone into this matter
in her earlier comments, I. will not duplicate her efforts but merely reinforce
her point that-this is still a major shortcoming of Most studies in urban and
educational history.

Even if one can define a community or an prban area, we then need to
decide which community or .communities are to be investigated. The answer to
this question, of course, -depends on what we are trying to investigate.

UnfOrtunatelY, most studies in urban or educational history have not paid

very'. much attention to this problem. In fact, the concept of a "control"- -

which is such an integral-part of the social scienceshas barely penetrated
the historical profession. One cannot make casual statements about changes over
time unless one has created a control. Let me illustrate this basic-problem

by-reviewing recent developments within the field of urban history. 7-



American. urban history blatsomed during the 1960s and 1970s by drawing

upon the pioneering efforts of individuals such as Stephen Thernstrom . The
.

-

field haSlieen characterized by the study of asingle-community such as

Newburyport,,Springfield, orlbaha. On the basis of an individual community,,

urban hittorians are prone to talk about the effects of urbanization and

industrialization on the lives of the people in those communities. But there

is no valid way in which they.can make such' inferences from a case of one.

You need.vartation before you .can untangle the effects of different. factors

on the lives of individuals.. You.tan get that variation by studying diffOrences

.within a communitor among communities, but you cannot obtain it.by treating.

Newburyport or Hamilton as a whole: It is heartening to See that several of,

the papers at this conference have been built around an explicit comparison

of different communities Though-for certain issues one might focus on a single

community, generally the type of questions most urbafl and educational histOrians

seek_to answer will require a research design that includes. variation among

communities as well as variation within acommunity.

Even if a researcher has planned to include several- communities in his

or her analysis, it is still necessary to decide which ones to include. 'Many:'

of us simply pick communitiesthat,are nearby or .ones in wnich we h-wie

relatives-with whom Ave can stay while doing the researdh. Though considerations
,

such as these are legitimate to some degree, they should never dictate our

,ultimate research. design. Instead, we need to ask ourselves what questions

we are trying to answer and then select the communities appropriate for that
that task. I am pleased that severalofthe papers at this conference have

,.

followed this procedure,of site selection. For example, David Ment'S study of

school segregation started with New York City and then included two other

communities that had different experiences with school desegregation. The

question about his research design is, of course, ghether New Haven and New

Rochelle are appropriate comparisons in-terms of other important factors such .

as population site and economic development. Would Chicago,'Boston, or

Philadelphia for instance, have povided better controls? -. In any case, the

important point is that we need td select .the communities we study on the basis

of their functional relationship to our overall research questions rather than



`000ly betause of their convenience-or intrinisic interest for us,

In this regard, urban and education history haS been .severely- handicapped .

by the type of areas that have been investigated. Particularly lacking are
any comparisons of rural and urban communities. How can we- discuss ur an
development.unless we know something about changes, in the countryside? For
example, Mithael)(atz's'interesting. analysis. of the impact of Urbanization.
and Industrialization is fundamentallY limitedly focusing on only one
community -HamiltonvOntario. ljnleSs.he alsb invettigateS developmentS ino
the rest of.Canadian:society, how can:he be sure that the. changes in the lives
of 'people in Hamilton are due toArban-or industrial changes ratherthan.tO
.general developments in Canadian society? If Katz is interested in ascertaining
the impact of industrial and urban deVelopment on Canadian life; he should have
included at least one or two rural communities in.the same. region which might
have served as-appropriate controls. Similarly, Ted Hershberg's largetcale
study of Philadelphia in the nineteenth century would beAreatly improved
with the addition of-some rural communities fortomparatiVe:purposes.

To illustrate the problems. if looking only at urban or rural areas by
themselves, one can turn to the field of AmericarChistorical demography,
One .group of scholars is investigating the reasonS for decline- in Urban
fertility while another group is considering the decline- inrural fertility.

What most of them have never considered is whether the declines in both the
rural and urban areas can be explained by general changes in American society
rather than-the particular experiences of either rural or urban areas, Indeed,
in. my own studies of fertility decline in nineteenth-century America, I have
found. that the parallel decline in both rural and urban areas is a reflection
of overall changes in Ameridan tociety rather than simply the product-ofthe
decreasing availability of farmland in rural areas. or thegrowing cost of raising
children in urban areas.

Sometimes, as in the case oil declining fertility, rural and urban areas

experience.parallel developments; but often rural developments and urban ones
may be quite different as in the case of nineteenth-century educational-trends.

As Carl Kaestle and I hive recently argued, there are real, differences in rural
and urban education in nineteenth-century Massachusetis that have been generally



ignored by ()their scholars. At a result; l would suggest that the next time t

that someone organizes a conference on trends in urban education, they Should
include at least one or two papers comparing -those trends iiI,rural- and urban
areas.

'Another serious shortcoMing of most community studies in urban and
eduCation history Is that they do not place them -in. context. Almost-all of
the community studies. that have been done simply describe the socio-economic.
characterics of their particu lar community without even trying to compare
them to the-other Communities in that area. Thus, when Stephen. ThernstroT,

analyzed- Newburyport, he did not devote any effort to trace the socio-economic.:
or demographic development of the rest of :Essex'County or ofAassachusetts.
'Yet he argued that Newburyport was a rather typical community. A few years
.later, in his book on Boston, he changed hiS mind. and maintained that
Newburyport:was not that typical after all..Thernsirdm-aS well as most other
scholars in these fields, should try to place their particular Community or
communities in a broader setting. In a general- sense this is relatively
inexpensive since.published_state. and federal censuses provide considerable

comparative data that can be easily used. UnfOrtunately, there has been almoSt
no.impetus within either urban or education history to place conTnunity studies
,within their broader environment even when it appeared.that the overall

-context might affect the functioning of that community.

An Carl Kaestle and I deCided to do a study of 'nineteenth - century

Massachusetts eduCation, we first examined the education ttends in the state
as a whole. Then we analyzed educational data cross sectionally for all

communities in that State in 1$40, 1860, -and.1875 Finally, Welooked at Essex_
County in greater detail and selected eight communities on the basis of-their

socio- economic and dgmbgraphic structure for closer. scrutiny. In those

eight communities in 1860 and 1880, we drew samples of about 10,000 individuals

in order to obtain. more detailed information OnSchoofattendance. Thus,

our entire project was designed from the beginning to allow us to study individual

and community eAucatiOn 1 .developments ,within the broadest possible. context.
In other *ordS,-.1 am arguing for a nested researchidesighthatpermits us

to place individuals:w thin their environment. It is not enough to use two
or three communitiethough this would be a major step forward for most studies--



we must also place-them within thetrpropertonteXt, Almost every one of the
studies presented at this conference-cobid:benefit by having-the aUthors.
place them within such a broader context - -not only for tiwbenefit of the

readers, but "also. for their owninderSaading-of theirMndings. -OtherwiSet,
we will literally end up with dozetis:cif isolated case studies of edUtational

developmentsinurban areas in much-the same unfortunate way that urban
history has deieloped.

Though, many, -if not most 9fAWquestions-raised by-urban and education
historians call for a ttmOarative-study,of different_communities, there are
instances where onelwants tpfocupp developments within a particular

t community. In- .this` ituatipnjt i 'mportant that-we consider neighborhood
effects whenever possible.',- Ironic yt_most studies of communities treat them
as-homogeneous entfties.and4raw,random or systematic samples of individuals
,without trying- -to .analyze thepostible-effects of living in a particular partM

of that conruniV! ecently, scholars in the area .of survey. .research have

found that contextual variables are--,very important in Understanding how
individuals thave.- Similarty,_some histbrical work is pointing to the same.

neepr, contextual variables,. For example, when Tamara. Hareven and I studied

Individual-level fertility differentials,in Boston in 1880, we ditcovered that

theirish in SouthBoSton andhin the South Encl.behaved very differently even
after,- controlling. for the effects Pf the other variableS. Political. studies

of nineteenth-century Americans also find that Germans living in predominantly
German cpmmunities.behave differenti thari thbseliVing in more heterogeneous.
communities. We simply must begin to test the. possible-importance- of neighborhood

effects on individuals whenever poSible. ,S6eral of the papers in'this Conference
have pursued this approach. Thus,-David-AnguVs analysit of educational ,

developments in Detroit tries to take neighborhoods into account when he analyzes--
the.political battles over educationin that community. But we will never make

progress in this area unti-lArbanand education historians-ack wledge that
individuals may lbe strongly - influenced not 'only by their ownper-onal characteristic

but. also by the:tyPe of neighborhood in which theylive.
In general, We reed to pay much more attention ill our research designs

to,making-Sure that we are compAring the appropriate groups and settings in order
to :answer the questions we seek to answer. For-example, Don Martin, ancl William



Bickel compare the educational .experiences of earlier mMigrants with those
of contemporary black Children. in Pittsburgh. This is a fascinating and
_useful undertaking, but, it would have been even more appropriate to include
a comparison of both irdmigrants and blacks in the early twentieth century
as 1l3 Time context miiht be very itpartant- so that the educatioM and1P,

occupational opOortunitier in Pittsburgh seventy years ago might be quite
different than those today. Therefbre, any conclusions reached about the
experiences of ea rl e r imillgrants and contemporary .blacks may be as much a
reflection of, the changed= context of the Pittsburgh environment as it is
Of different attitudes toward and treatment of immigrants and blacks. Si il rly,
Marjorie Murphy's interesting' Paper on the origins of public elementary

sahool teachers in ChfCago is enhanced bY. her attempt to compare them to
New York teachers. Yet one also needs to realize'that part of that difference
is regional add part may be a function of city size. In my own work on a
comparison of Michigan and Massachusetts female school teachers tin the ante
bellum period, I found strong rural -urban differences as well' as regional
differences. Therefore, the appropriate comparative fraMeivark for Murphy's
analysis of Chicago teachers maybe should also include a .mid-weitern rural and
urban sample which would help us to untangle the interaction of these various
factors

trying to design more effective projects, urban and ducat-ion# histor
needi to look more to experimental reseahh designs. the need to match subjects

r' along certain personal and -Vami ly characteristics in order, to introduce: better
controls' in our analysis. For example, Paul Ringel is data could become one
of our most important sources' for-the understanding of the.effects of
.industrial education if he were able to create some appropriate controls. thus,
he might compare his data on the graduates' of thfs program with those who:4
entered it but did not graduate: Or even more interestihg would be to follow
"the brothers and sisters who did not participate in this ptogram in order to
see what happened to them. In this research Aesign, one would be able to con
r the effects of family background in attempting to test _the impact pf

industrial edudation.* Historians' need to design their projects to take advantage
the appropriat control grdups in order to minimize background effects



n trying to asce

es ted.

-SO far wehave 'concentrated'on the research design o
hittorians. Now.let us briefly consider some of the

suggested by the papersat this conf6ence. Mtich of

is'based on cross-sectional data That is,

n.the impact of the independent va ables that are bein

urban and education

istidal issues,

he work in this' field

t is an anelysii of the'relationshiP
between variables gatherettat. only one point in tjme. This type of analysis
1S frequently'used, however, to make inferences about the relationship of the
variables over time on the strong a;kidmption that the cross-sectional data
represent adequately changes over tim . For example, Alexander Field has
recently argued that coimmonrtchoolreform was the result of commercial and

industrial development. Using the length of the public school As his index
of common school reform which, incidentally, is not a good measure of /

Horace Mann's reform etfortsl, he employs multiple'regression-analysis to ascertain
the relationship between the length of the public school year'and the socio-

.

economic_tharacteristict of all Massachusetts towns in 1855. Though his cross-
sectional aLlysis found a strong relationship between the length pf,the
public school year-and'the commercial' and industrial development of the town
it does not necessarily Prove that the length of the school year in
Massachusetts was increasing the most in the more industrialized and coMmerciad

towns between 1837 and 1855. In fact, Carl Kaestle and I iqund that the length
of the public -school year wi$ actually dedlining in the larger and economics

more- developed.aMas, but it wasrincreasing in the relitively undeveloped

rural.communit4es during those Years. Thus, the cross - sectional relationship

in this partfiiilar situation gives:us a very inaccurate picture of the trends
(

in educational developments over time

SjmilartY",one has to,be careful intfooking4t.Any-crosssettional .relation.-
ship if there is a possibility that some selective mechanism such as migration.

, .

may affect the results. For example, John Rury's analysis -of the relatipnship*
.

between urban development and female
,
education needs to consider that yours*

women usually movid,to cities tO'work and thereby artifi6ially deti-eased schoo
enrollment rates for urban children while increased them for rural children

afned behind to attend school. In Essex County, Carl Kaestle and I,ditcovered
young single women often moved to Communities such, as Lawrence to work



rather. than to go to school there. As a result, the educational statistics

for that community suggested that a much lower proportion of 'Childrenattended

school thet.e than-iir we simply looked at-the children who actually

grew up in that community rather than moving to it during their teenage years.

The danger of having results distorted by selective migration is quite

mmbn when working with cross-sectional data. But the problems caused by

Selective migration are not equally severe in all instances. For.example,
when Frank Furstenberg Tel Hershberg, and John Modell produced their

pioneering article'on the transitions in early adulthood in Philadelphia; they

did not consider. the possible distortions due to selective migration. Since

they looked at t4 patterns of school attendance and labor force participation,

this iS a serious problem. If they had focused on the rates of childbearing,

however, that distortion would have been much less significant because selective

igration dbes not appear to affect maritil'fertility as much as school

going. Even if one is unable to make anncurate estimate of, the extent of

the bias due to selective migration, one should at least be aware of the

direction and of the possible magnitude of' that bias in oral,' to temper the

'inferences that are made from suet' cross-sectional data:. Ideally, of course,

rather than relying on cross-sectional'estimates of life course events, we would,

like to'follow the experiences of an actual cohort as they age. If longitudinal

data are unavailable, as-is so often the case, we can at least minimize some

of the distortions due to cross - sectional analysis:by constructing artificial

cohorts based on several cross-sections of thepop ,nation at different time

periods. I the construction of the artificial ohorts,especially for small

geographic a the possibility of distortions due to selective migration

remain though we are more apt to be sensitive to them because we'would detect

-tbeage7graded pattern of net migration in or out of that area., ,

Another statistical issue- that we need to consider is the entire ma ter

of sampling. Though historians have increasingly turned to sampling'i

have usually dbne_so witOut the'benefit of'any knowledge of sampling theory.

For e4ample, most of the studies'done!Jin urban or education historS, are: based

on randbm or systematic samples of'cinsus data. This is a good proceture

nerally, but in certain cases one might want to modify it in order to make .'

ain partiQular segments of the#popeation are adequately represented in the



sample. 'Thus, if one were doing a comparison of the Irish and the Germans

in the Northeast in the nineteenth centurY, it might be necessary to employ

a form of stratified sampling to insure enough Germans in the sample.- We
need to'decide ahead of time what we are trying to test and .then to design

our sample in order.to obtain adequatt numbers for that purpose. Usualy
historians take a random or syitematic sample of the population before even

deciding which subgroups of the population are going to be of particular

interest to them.

lesides worrying about obtaining the right number of subjects from our
sampling, we also need to consider the impact of sampling error on our
results. Particularly in the field of urban history, the question of sampling

errorhas not been thoroughly acknowledged. Many of the important findings

in urban history today could be the product of sampling error rather than

of any genuine differences among the poOulation. The samples drawn in much

of the field of urban history are simply too small. For example, Peter Knights

selected a. sample of 385 people for each of his time periods in his investigation

of ante-bellum Boston:. Though.the sampling error on,the 385 individuals is

already quite large, t becomes even larger when he further subdivides his

PcPulation in orderto do separate analyses on the foreign-born and native

population. As a- result, we cannot place much confidence in his corm-lesions.

unless they are_reinterpreted in the 1 -ht of the probable-sampling error

(and, of course-,the problem of measure nt.error compounds the difficulties
. ..

--especially' for historical work where the measurement error is likely to be

mucti higher than for'studies of contemporary issues.

Even those studies which escape the pitfalls of a too small sample size

may suffer from an improperly designed sampling procedure. Stephen Thernstrom's

analysis of social mobility in Boston is badly marred by the fact that'his

sampling procedure varied so greatly among the different time periods.

Variations in the populations sampled might Well.accoont formuch of the trends

found by Thernstrom. Consequently, much of the irst-generation results in

urban history willorhave to be dismissed because pf the faulty ,way in which the

samples were drawn.

Some historians try to avoid tall hese sampling problems by working



only with total populations. Though one is. usually very glad to be-able, to
.work with total: populations: rather_than samples due to the absence of sampling

errors, i.t,is usually not a judicious choice from an economic perspective J'

if you are dealing with a large population. ,,,FurtheTmore, even in the case
of total populations, one has to be careful that too much inference.is not
made on the basis of very small nUmbers. Too many historians have.made very\

strong statements on the basis of five or ten individbals when thire is reason
to suspect that-the results may be sufficiently unstable that a large poPulation
might have yielded rather different results.

Thoughpost of the conference papers have been rather careful in their

handling of sampling, a few might exercise appropriate caution due to the

small number of individuals in their sample after they have subdivided the

population into quite distinct categories. In those instances:, it would be.
...

very helpful for the authors to warn the Oreaders of the dancers of drawing

too strong inferences on the basis of such limited s . -Unfortunately,

most readers tend to accept the.validqty of almost an numbers placed before

them without asking wOether the samples are too small to warrant the

conclusions they seek to attach to these data. 2

Once the issue of samplin Jtas been resolved, it is still necessary to
decide what statistical techniques should be employed. Until, very recently,

most historians have been content to.rely merely on a cross-tabulation of the
data or on the use of simple correlation analysis. The trend now, however

.,.

is to employ multivariate techniques such as multiple regression analysis

or multiple claisification analysis. In -general:this hat been a welcome and

a:necessary shift, but there have-been-someanomolles-along the way. For exaMple,'*4*,

in_avery strange'and-heated exchange of letters in the historyo Eduction.
Quarterly, some hiStdrians were actually arguing forthe:merits-ofcross-

tabulation overinnitivariate analysis (the entire issue was confused by the faCt

that-the multivariate analysis was potpreiented as' clearly,as it should have-

tieen).'-.Though the ind4vi'duals in:qUestion have since.changed.their'minds'on
fa,

the, value of multivariate analySis,'the public ation of this debate in aproMinent.

histOricaffo6rnat is testimony to the growing pains of all of us. in thetiStorY

profession as we move from the more simple descriptive statistics to the more



cated melt variate techniques.

The atvantages of meltivariate analysis become more obVious when we are
ie dealing with complex issues. For instance, I am currently doing an analysis

ofit politics of abortion in the U.S. Congress during the 1970s. Though
cope Aght suspect that party affiliation is an important predictor of how
U.S. Representatives vote on abortion since 73.6 percent of Republicans but
only 43.9 percent of the Democrats voted for the Hyde Amendment (to cut. off

federal funds for abortions) in June 1976, that apparent difference disappeared
entirely once we controlled, for the impact of the other variablesespecially

4 0
tile voting pattern of the Representatives on other issues andtheir religious

affiliation. thus, multivariate analysis can help us to detect which variables

are really good predictors even after taking into consideration other.factors

and which ones only seem to be gobd predicto s but diminish in importance

once we control for the other variables.

Another illustration of the importance of multivariate analysis is

provided by the debate" on the nature of worker opOsition to the Beverly
High: SChool on the eve of the Civil War. Michael'Katz's pioneering analysis

of the imposition of school reforms was heavily based on an intensive analysis

of the, decision of Beverly citizens to abolish their newly creatO High School.

Katz contended that the three major explanations for the abolishment of the
- High School were that people without children protested the raising of taxes,

that the least affluent citizens felt that the high schobl would not benefit

their children, and that the workers were hostile to the wealthy leaders of

that newly industrializing ci murnity. Though'Katz had considered the geographic

variation in the voting as a possigle_explanation, he abandoned it in favor of

these other three,factorsprobibly because he assumed that the sectiona

differences 'only reflected the deeper social tensions within that community. My

own reanalysis' of the Be'Verly High Schoorfight is producing very different

results based on a more intensive reading-of theoprimary materials al-well as

the useyf multiple classification analysis. father than being mainly a struggle

between those With dhildren and those-without them or, a fight between the less

affluent and more affluent members of.that community, it appears that the sectional

-diffirences in Beverly werelbylar the best predictor ofvoting behavior on the



. .

'High School- even-after controlling for the other variables. The debate over
the Beverly, High...School was in-large -part'a sectional division within -that,_.
community over where the High Sol should be-locatedtp-well as whether it
should 'have been builtin -the first Place, in.other words,-more -sophisticated'

statistical:techniques can Often'proVfde'us with a clearer.picture of the
relative strengths of our predictor Variables than simple crossrtabulations.
of that Same data.

On the one hand, I w uld lik to entourage morepeople.to use sophisticated...

multivariatetechniques, n their studies. On''the other hang, I need-to warn.,

all of YOU of the dangers of trying- simply to use multivariate techniques' without
really understanding what they mean. The problem is that today's computer
technology makes it possible fcir anyone to do. highly__ analysis
without even the most elemenatary- understanding'of'the statistical assumptions

Underlying those-procedures. Furthermore, theWayin;which many people publish
the results of their multivaniate analyses make it difficult if not impostible
to evaluate the validity of their-procedures.

-'- ..- - .. 4

An example of the statistical-problems associated:with-an-improper-Usuage.
of, multivariate analysis is proVided by the workrofcolinF6ritereild G.S.L.

Tucker;.-.,TheY wrote a-bOokon the-detline'in white. fertility ratios-,in the

United. StateS from 1800 to -1860 and concluded that the decreasing- availability

of farmland was the major reason -for the decline in fertility. Their analySis
is based on cross'-sedtional regression- analysis_ at the state level-and seemed .

perfectly respectable on the baSis of their published tables. "Since:I:was

deeply involved in this debate and was highly SuspiciouS of.their results since

they had not bothered- tinclude suchpotentially.important -factors .as the

educational level of the population, P decided to rerun their data for 1850 and

-1860 using more appropriate measures.

In the process of redoing -Forster And Tucker's regression analysis, I

,unexpectedly discovered all sorts of difficUlties in their statistical assumptions.

For-example, it turned out that their measures of urbanization-end farm develop-

me t were so highly Correlated-that theirs egression equations: suffered from

mul idollinearity. Furthermore, the number of cases they'had in their analyses

wer so, small that the presence ofanylnusual values could greatly distort-



their findings. Indeed this occurred .because they had included the Dakota
Territ ry in their analysis which had a very high sex ratio since it was mainly
an army garrison of all white males.' Once these statistical problems were
ironed out as well, as some conceptual improvements mad', the results came out
almost the opposite of.their findings--the availability of farmland was no longer
the powerful predictor of white fertility differentials that they had foundti

In other words, "multivariate analysis is no panacea--it needs the same kind of
careful and thoughtful usuage that we ordinarily assume is a normal part of any
analysis. We cannot and should not simply rush out to do multivariate analyses
'simply because they are'fashionable or even desirable unless we understand.some
of the basic,assumptions underlying them.

Some of these statistical reservations might apply to the studies
presented at this conferenct. The authors should, for example, double-
check their data to make sure that outlining values do not distprt their

findings--especially if tbey are using a very small number of cases. This
becomes all the more important because some of the studies -with a very limited
number of cases are further broken down by regions or some other subgroups
so that the final N's in some of their runs become dangerously small.

By now many of are probably-wondering if historians are unusually
inept in handling statistics. Let me assure you that though historians probably
do trail the other social sciences in the use of sophisticated statistical
techniques, we are by no means alone. In fact, I would argue that the entire
field of education itself is particularly weak in the use of statistical analysis.
For example, the Educational Testing Service recently completed an indepth
analysis of three departments (psychology, chemistry, and history) in twenty-

-five universities and colleges throughout the United States. One of the issues
they dealt with was the relationship between the quality%of research and the
quality of teaching in those institutions. They came up with a very stfrtling
conclusionthat there was no relationship between the quality of teaching and
the quality of research. This finding was quickly disseminated thrdughout the
academic community through the Chronicle of Higher Education as well as in

numerous presentationS'it various academic gatherings including the American
141storical Association. Everyone accepted their findings as correct; but no

one bothered toloOk closely at their actual analysis. The results WerebiSed



on twenty -five cases and there were indications that one or two of these were

utliers which m have_ been .responsible ..for shifting the regression line: to
ndicate that,the washo relationship between teaching and research quality.

Since the. returns from the universities and colleges were often of quite

unequal completeness, they should have investigated this matter in more detail
to make sure that the-outlying cases were not simply the, result of in to
returns or-peculiar to certain types of institutions. .1n other words.

/au have only twenty-five cases, you need-to look at each of them very carefully.

(and not just the outliers) in order to makesure that the inferences one

makes from these data are justified. Part of the reason that the history of
education has not been much more sophisticated in its use of statistical

materials is that its.two parent group. -- history and education departments--

have not been, particularly concerned are f these issues in their own

day-to-daywundertaktngs until quit=

Finally, lei u turn to my la general topic--conceptualization. Many
people confuse the use of-quantitative materials with a social'science approach.

But social icienceis'not simply the use of numbers--it is the conceptualization

and testing 0f.hypotheses. Too often urban and education historians have

devoted tremendous amounts of time.and energy on data gathering and analysis

without adequately trying to conceptualize the issues they want to investigate.

One of the weaknesses of the recent efforts by urban and education historians

is that they often undertikeinterdisciplintry topics without really trying

to undprstand whdt scholars 4 the other d ciplines are doing. For example,

eftcation,historians have debated at great leng h h politics of early school

reforms without trying to relate their work to similar efforts done by political

scientists and political historians. In fact, the amazing thing is that so

much of education history is focused on politics, yet scholars in this area

rarely investigate these issues directly. Thus, Alexander Field studies indirectly

,support for HoraceMann's.reforms by analyzing the determinants of the

length of the-public school year rather than trying to investigate more direCtly,

as Carl Kaestle and I= have just done, the support for Mann's efforts among

legislators who were called upon to enact hiS measures. Furthermore, Many o

the r ent studies of the politics of common school reform alMost totally neg e

the mportant poiitical and religious controversies which provided the setting



within which these educational battles were fought. to our analysis of

mid-nineteenth-century educational Witics at the legislative level, Carl

Kaestle and I found that the best predictor of support or opposition to
t AtHorace Mann's reforms was a member's political- affiliationsoenthing which

most education historians have almost totally neglected; Massachusetts
Democrats, unlike most of their Whig counterparts, feared Horace Mann's reforms
because of their greater fear of any centralized power within the state even
i there was no concrete evidence that the power was currentlybetng misused
in any way. In other wordS, to comprehend the battles over Horace Mann's
reforms, we need to consider the political climate and debates within that
state on other issues besides educational reforms. Historians of education

cannot afford a parochial approach to the studs of politics--we must

reintegrate ourselves with the other disciplines in trying to explain nine-

teenth-century social reforms.
,

.Several papers at this confecence reveal a new willtngness to look at

the political battles over educational development from a fresh perspective.

Particularly interesting are the efforts of David Angus to explore the

antebellum Detroit school wars by considering whether an ethnocultural approach,

first developed by political historians, may not provide us with a better

framework for analysis than the predominant class conflict model most educa-

tional historians still employ; What as exciting about Angus's paper is-that
he tries to see whether a broader and a more cultural approach to the study

of conflicts over schooling may not be more appropriate. -Yet one muStalscr'
,

be careful that as we borrow from other scholars that we are fully awareio

the shortcomings of their approaches as well as their strengths. Thus, whi

the ethnocultural approach to the study of politics is very reasonable irii'

general sense, it has often been flawed in practice. The definitions of most

political historians of pietism and ritualism, for instance, has been Bute
crude and misleading. Similarly, the use of statistics to test the ethnocultural

Qapproach to the study of politics in the past has.been less than satisfactory.

Nevertheless, I predict that the next generation ducation historians, drawing

upon some of the better aspects of the new politic 'story, will develop a

broader app- -Mach to the study of the politics of education than has been achieved

so far.

,1 ,



Anotherexample of where urban and education historians should spend

more time on concePtualization is in the development of occupational indices.
Most of the papers at this conferencei which categorize occupations simply adopt
one of the cOmmonly used divisions such as the ones by Stephen Thernstrom
or Michael Katz. Yet most of the, authors are not suffi6dently concerned about
the validity of these occupational scales. Even urban historians, who often
have'been,negliient of other methodological and conceptual problems, are
more sensitive to the difficulties of using these occupational 'scales than
are education hiktorians. Follexample, the relationship between white collar
and blue collar workers in 1840 is not necessarily the same as in 1860.

While many northern female school teachtu left the classroom in the 1840s
to seek employment in textile mills, the situation had changed dramatically
by 1860 when working conditions in the mills had deteriorated while those
for school teachers had improved--at least relatively. Similarly, there is
a major change during these years in the economic, and social status of shoe

workers as mechanization begins to downgrade skill requirements in that
ndustry after- the 1850s. As a result, it is difficult to investigate shifts
in occupational mobility over time by using the static categories that have v een
developed. This is a serious problem that has not been satisfactorily

resolved; I do not expect that education historians should suspend their work
,until they or someone else settle these issues (especially since I suspect
that some of these problems will not lend themselves to any 'simple solutions

but do think that education historians shOuld at least acknowledge the

seriousness of the problem and speculate onthis fight affect their overall

conclusions. In studies where the occupational c tegorization of the population

is only a secondary issue, this may not be of su h critical importance; but
/1in those stuOies in which occupational scaling JS of primary interest, as in

several of the papers at,this conference, it is utmost importance that the

authors deatl directly and openly withthe reliability of the occupational scales

they have adopted.

The second point that needs to be made in regard to labor force partici-

pation is that we must get away, from the siTplistic reliance on using only the

occupation of the head of the household to categorize a family's economic



tuation We need to develop some ways of summariztmg the relative economic
situation Of eaph family which takes into account the ages, sex, and occupation
of all the members and not jUst that'of the head of the household. In an
essay on the labor force participation of woinen'inEssex County lb. 1880 with
Karen Meson and-Tamara Hareven, we tried to develop a family work/consumption
index to supplement the economic information we have based only on the
occupation of head of the hopehold. Though we are not satisfied with the
final form of our work/consumption index and encourage others to improve upon '
It,: I would argue, that the construction of itls going in the right direction
conceptually- and that Several of.the papers'presentedAat this Conference might,Conference
benefit by trying to develop -their own economic analyses. along- theSe:lines.

._.. As we try-to develop wayt,Of studYing,the livesf:Of individuali within
the Pontextof thefmfamilies-anti theircomMunities, we -Willneed a broader
fraMework'thamthat of the life.cycle ofindividualS.-.:-Some scholars have
suggested the need. for family-stageS, hutthis is,a toolimitedoiieW of'

,

faMily.life.- Instead, I would suggest that urban and education historians
_should look at the new developmentvin the area of life course ("or. life span)

'analysis ii0sychOlogyandsoitiology for guidance IR fact,7several faMily
historians have aiready,begun'to incorporate these-contipts in'their own research,

.in a way that ties in very nicely with the transitions hisOrians of
education are likely to focus on such asischoolentering or,sChocil leaving.
Rather than simply replicating the current studies,. on school;attendance,' education
historians need to rethink this issue from a life course4erspective in order

, to be-able to analyze- school.-going from a more dynamic perspeCtive.

As my final..1-11ustratiori of the need for vbetter,conceptuelitation of
the issues- I.wint to draw your attention to the; e-opportunities for integrating
behavioral and'intellectual- or cultural approaches to the OaSt. Too many
historians fteve been .engagi d in a fruitless debate on whether we should focus-

.. on the way peopleectually ehaved in the past or on the way in which they
perceived their 4-Ives and environment. In fact, I would argue that the most
exciting and challenging 'areas forfuture'research-Will be those which try to
fncorPorate elements of both behavioral and attitudinal approaches to the OaSt.
rather than focusing on either one of these by themselves.



Particularly interesting are the areas where people's perceptions of
thing does not match the reality of it within their society. For example,

'I foUnd that though most adult colonial New Englanders felt that they were
likely to die at any moment, their chances of su'rvival; especially in the real
areas, were actually quite high, The problem then is toexplain why individuals
misperceive their own reality and how this misperception affects the way
they order their lives. 4

In the area of educational development, there has been a great deal of
concern lately about the adverse effects ,of adolescent childbearing-- especially
on the educational attainment-of the mother, and her future:opportunities in
the labor force. The problem of adolescent preqrancy has comitionly been ,{referred
to by both the news media and pdblic officials as an "unprecedented eptdemic",

4i which requires immediate and drastic action. Yet my own work on the politics
of adolescent pregnancy in the U.S . Congress suggests that the rate of teenage

childbearing peaked in 1957--over twenty years ago. Furthermore, there has
been a steady, decline in adolescent childbearing during the 1960s and 1970s.
Yet the 0-.S. Congress passed a,haStily written and poorly designed Adolescent
Health Services and Pregnancy Prevention Act in 1978 becaUse of its

mispreception of the nature of the problem of,adolescent pregnancy today. Again,
the challenging issue will be to study the inteelction between the rates of
adolescent pregnancy and our peri4tions of them in order to,understand how
our culture has reacted to young people today.

pespite_My resolve sto be brief, I. can see that I. hava_already exceeded

allotted time and your patience in making'my comments on'the-state of
research -in'this broad area. I would simply like to close by congratulating
the authors of the papers presented at this conference ondoing a-fine job
and providing'us-with some new insights and neW,directiOns in understanding_

educational developMents in urban:America.' ThoOgh my cofflMents have been

focused on, the methodolOgical-and conceptual problems in the area of urban
and:education history, I am confident that theseissues will be' satisfactorily
resolved as tbe'nextAeneration of sch6lars\tackleniany of theproblems,that

are all still -trying: to deal within own work


